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INTRODUCTION

The papers presented at the 1982 Spring Meeting of the Nebraska
Library Association, College and University Section, give some in4ica-
tio4 of,the wide variety of professional activities and research interests
pursued by their'contributors. Although not restricted by subject, some
of the papers reflect the general theme of the Spring Meeting: "On-Line
Catalogs: Mechanisms for Cooperation." In addition tO the papers pre-
sented,at the meeting, four skill sessions (not covered in the Proceedings)
focused on practical solutions to library problems.

The Executive Board of the College and.University'Section is grate-
ful for the enthusiastic and well-prepared responses to the call for
papers. We apologize for the delay in publishing these Proceedings and
for any inconvenience this mny have-caused those who requested copies.
jan Umberger's acceptance of a position in another state prevented
him from completing the editing of the Proceedings and I "inherited"
this task as Acting Secretary of the-Section. After working closely with
this material I have concluded that the papers are worth waiting for
and as timely and thought-provoking in their printed form as were the
oral'presentations last Spring. I think you will agree.

Elaine A. Franco, -Secretary
Nebraska Library Association,
College and University Section

November, 1982
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.-ONLINE CATALOG COOPERATION AMONG LIRS LIBRARIES

Roxanne Sellberg

University Libraries

University of Nebraska--Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

As Its name implia , the Library Information-Retrieval System.(LIRS)

is beitig developed as.an online catalog as well as a circulation system

for the three campuses of.the UniVersity of Nebraska. The combination of

0
these functions will soon-allow UN library patrons atcess to bibliagraPic

and ava tiability-information-atthe- same--time---.-Creation _and ma int enanc e

of bibliographic and item-level data is a three campus affair. problems

,of duplication, overlap and conflict afe resolved through ne4On6tiOn

by way of protocols developed'and administered'by a tri-tampus Catalogers

. Group' with the help of a quality.control coordinator. Although LIRS

---evolution has been (and will be) challenging.from an online catalog point

of the mechanisms for'tri-campus cooperation have been successful.

..The.Library Information Retrieval System (LIRS) is an automated

library circulation system and union bibliographic..finding tool jointly

paid for and Used bthe University.of Nebraska libraries at the Omaha,

Lintoln, and Medical Center'campuses. The software is provided and

maintained by Datahaae Systems, Inc., and the hardware s from the Data

General CompanY.. The bibliographic database is constructed, for-the most'

part,.from...0CLC archival tapes.. A program of'full implementation of-

'circulation functions based en gradual-database growth was begun in the
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spring of 1979 in order to solve the problem of increasingly expensive

'0
and cumbersome manual circulation systems at the large university li-

braries--particularly Don L. Love Library at UN-L. Also anticipated

were enhanced public services at all the libraries with particular em-

phasis on improved loan desk service. Finally, the three campuses

wished'to make a meaningful investment in the-development of an online

union catalog. In the short term they planned to create a bibliographic

finding tool Including actesa to item status and location as well as bib7

liographic information about recent acquisitions.- In the long term the

card catalog might be replaced altogether by an online tool of larger

capacity and loThmr maintenance cost. Those advantages are still far in

the future. The LIRS system is at present straining under less than ten

years of bibliographic and circulation records. -The 'complications oi

three campus cooperation have made database maintenance very expensive.

n November, 1975 a study of Love Lihrary circulattm serviceS by.

the UN-L Planning land Research DivisiOn paved the way for a siAtch to aft

online system. The Hobrock report was satisfied that the manual system

functioned reasonably well but recommended that an.automated system be

considered for installation within the next five years. 'In the ten

'previous years, the collection and uSer population had grown dramatically.

ThoSe facts, combined with historical circulation statistics, led the

stildy team to predict that by 1980 Love Library circulation would stretch

the capacity of the manual files beyond their perceived limits, and that

a score of new regular and full-time equivalent student employees would
6

be needed just to maintain the same level of Service.

Fiscal and political reality indicated that money for such staff
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increases would not be forthcoming. The alternative was an automated

,system that would reduce hieeded staff, at least relatively.. Automation'
4,

moneycwas available from various sources which Wuld help coverthe initial

capital needed for equipment and software purchases'. lethe other campuses

of the University ,WouldjOin the project, an,automated circulation system:.

wduld be feasible, and capabilit7 for new intercampus services would surely

emerge. The planning for an aUtomated systemvbegan almost iMmediately.

The equipMent and software were installed in Januar.y, 1979. After only,a

few months oNatabase,growth, automated circulation began first at Love

Library and soon after at the main Medical Center and Omaha, libraries.
-

Branches are receiving their terminals as Money permits. presently about

fifty terminals are empowered by a mid-sized, mini-computer housed in the

.basement of Lave: Library.South, Its Capacity will soon be expanded to

-eight disc drives.. Capacity will have to grow even more before.the bulk

'of Love Library's old materials can be transferred to remote storage with

LIRS inventory control.

LIRS SYSTEM FUNDAMENTALS

The three campuses of the University share the LIRS system. .UNO

students, kor instance, May.use their LIM, cardS to charge materials from

the UNMC library. Each'patron has.a record containing personal information

linked through his/her'Optital Character "cognition (OCR) identification
'

'number to a record of all the items s/he has charged. The circulation

attendant types or scans a light pen over.the patnn's ID number andthe

item's ID number. The computer creates=a_charge record, sendt out overdue

notices, computes fines,'places holds and recalls, and dischargeS the item.



All this can happen only if the system can identify the patron and item

ID'numbers. If the patron has an UN.library 'C'rd, s/he should be recog-
.

nized bf the system,because at soMe time Someone typed,inforMationabouti

the person in't.O.the system and attached itto an-OCR ribmber.., To make

the system reCogniza'a book, for instance, inforMation-Aboui:-thebook-

must be input and. an OCR lumber attached by which that-information Can

be linked tt: patronjnformation when the booktirculates.

the bibliographit record foA,the.bpok isithat group-Of information .

fields relevant to all copies- of all volumes on'all dampuses..Thus,:the

bibliographic database iS shared,by all tampuses. Although,fhere-are
a

9rigival cataloging and other bibliographic record loading Cptions; the

University libraries have chosen to build their bibliographic,databaps
..-

.primarily from OCLC archival.tapes. All the archival tapes from ail. ,phe

4
camc;uses,-go_to_the cpmputing cent6r where they go through a stripping,

process, In the interest of saving space, and over the dead bodies of

'some of the catalogers, a decision,wa's made to elimin.a,;a notes, collations

and some other lields from. the records :After they are. "stripPed," the

'records from the'. archliral tapes are loaded intOillIRS.'

This is a long, painful process because of'the UPDATE program. For

each redord coming into the system, the entire bibliographic database is

searched. If there are found'records which seem to duplicate Ihe new

record, the new record is "kicked".4 what is called an update file.

Records in the update file Must be' inspected by a person,,comparedvith

the similar retords already in the database, and acted upon. The person

,may decide that.the new record is attually unique and' will add it to the

database, or that the new record is a corrected version of the older



record and will replace the old with the.new record, or that the new
9

-ecord is aCtually a duplicate dnd it. Theoretically, this
4

is the process which'prevenn duplication and identifies poEisible con-

flict aMong.caMpuses.cataloging the same Materials.' 'Unfortunately, about

"

50,000 dupiiCate records were loaded onto the system before the Update

Error Protessing subfunntion was Working.

Adding records onto the bibliographic

items available for LIRs, circukat ion.

-

database"alone does not'make.^

For eadh itemIddscribed by a ,giVea

bibliogiaphic record, an item-level record must.be made includingthat

group of information fields,relevant tsilly'to that singlOteM-call number,

location; OCR number'and volume Zesignation. .The.item-level record for

:each piece must be created.separately. Since thete item-level records

have pointers to their corresponding bib-level records, we call the cre-

ation of item-level records "Oinking" or "conversion." When an item is

charged, a second teMporary link is made from the item=ldvel.record to

the patron charge record.

the user can search ..kor a

title; 4esponsible party;

In'the'patron-oriented INQUIRY functidn of LIRS,

biBliograPhic record through search keys of

dubject, ISSN-ISBN, vendor number (in thisccase

OCLC number), or LCCN and retrieve mit only the bibliographic recOrd but

also the attached item-level records and availability' inforMItion.

the other hand the user can search for

number or call number and retrieve not

On

an.item-level record through OCR

only.the item-level record,b t also

the bibliographic reco;d and availability information. Certain passwords

allow users to find out to whom the item is charged and when it is dud.

Attached is a graphic zepresentation of this'file structure.





STRUCTURE OF AUTHORITY AND COOPERATION

Major policy decisions have been made by the University of Nebraska

COuncil of Libraries (UNCL). made up of the library directors. One person

acts as project direttor, bringing issues and technical advice to the

committee and'seeing to it that the directors' decisions are carried out.

Right now one of the directors, UN-L's Dean Gerald Rudolph, is assuming

that role. Each campus has a LIRS coordinator. =The:coordinatOrs' re-

sponsibilitiesare great but their dUties arg:vague. There.is an Inter-

*campus Library-Planning Committee (ILPC), only:One:of whOSepterogatives

is LIRS long-range planning'. It is kind of:a new grnupwhichhasnnt yet

exerted Much influence on LIRS manageMent or developMent..-EachcamPua

has representatives on two other committees where the'bulk of day-to-
,

day cooperation takes place--the CirCuietion/LLL Committee*and. the Cate-

logers Group. 'Theae two groups report to-UNCL through the project di-

a

rectQr.

UNL, being the'keeper of the computer and its biggest user,=assumes

greater responsibilities than UNO or UNMC. There are times when all

three campuses wish.that this were not true. The computer operations

staff Works for UNL, and UNL's systems librarian spends practicallyall

of his time,with MRS. The LIRS ideecampus Circulation/LLL and bibli-

ogiaphic.quality contrOl coordinators work for UNL. Ihe intercampus

bibliographic quality control coordinator monitors the bibliographic

activity of all three campuses, acts as the primary resource person and
,-

secretarY to the Catalogers Group, and designs and documents intercampus
-

cooperative gitivities pertaining to bibliographic input and maintenance.

She reconciles record disputes and enforces the policies of the Catalogers
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Group7-officially, that is. So far decisions have been made and carried

out by consensus qf concerned parties. The eight people she supervises

sometimes perform maintenance activities for all three campuses. For

instance, it has seemed best to centralize serial records duplicate

",.clearance. Attached is a graphic representation of the LIRS authority

4,

. structure.

,AREAS OF TRI-CAMPUS COOPERATION

AreaS of intercampus LIRS:cooperation indirectly affecting the on-

line catalog will only be mentioned.' 'Any of the directors may be approached

for more complete information. In chronological order: first came writing

specifications, taking bids, and deciding upon a system. At that time

there were not many companies in the online circulation business. Data-

Phase promised a more flexible system with better online catalog potential

than did CLSI at a lower price than Virginia Polytechnical Institute.

Second was the negotiation of the DataPhase contract. At that time

ALIS (Automated Library Information System--the DataPhase system before

UN renamed it) was barely a paper promise. Fortunately, some University

of Nebraska ideas were used in the eventual system design. Unfortunately,

.DataPhase,thought'they would be able to provide more capabilities than

they have been:. The author is suspicious that some pramises were made f

because DataPhase did not clearly understand the differences between

.one library system in several locations using'ALIS and several separate

library systems using ALIS together. ,

Third came parameters, which had to be decided upon in a period

'when the librarians at the University did not understand the system very

well and could not'see it work. One area of confUsion was the media code
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list: The three campuses share a list of media codes which, it has

turned out, are simply labels that.designate loan periods. In order

that circulation statistics can be broken down by type of material, a

different media code may be assigned to an overnight book as opposed

to'an overnight sound recording. Aventually the agreed upon list of

media oOdes became too lOng. Consider the,employee who has tO.decide

whether a piece of musid.is:

meaia code definition

'300 Printed Music (General)

. 301 Music Manuscript (Non-circ)

302 Sheet Music (Score)

303 Score

399 Music (Non-circ)

Fourth, still constantly renegotiated are questions about "when

who can do what" on ,the system. For instance, tape loading should be

done during non-open hours. Two campuses should not run notices at the

same time. Dictionary-intensive functions should be used at non-peak

circulation hours. Circulation takes priority if responSe time is slow:

There are still occasional problems,between campuses.in this regard.

Areas of negotiation.directly related to the online Catalog'will be

treated in more depth. Mentioned before was the director's decision,to,

create the bulk of the bibliographic databSse fromshortened. MARC OCLC

archival tapes. UNMC was also allowed to load some tapes of short, non-
,

OCLC records that they had made for other purposes. lit was up to the

Catalogers Group to decide what to do with them, how to locate and eliminate
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duplicates, resolve conflicts among cataloging agencies, deVelop pro-

cedures for database maintenance, and get the collections converted as

quickly as possible. The group approached this monumental Job from two.

directions.

First, its members foster InCreasiag awareness on all campuses

of the need to standardize cataloging and conversion practice, thereby

reducing conflicts in the future. The members of the Catalogers'Group

may'commit their.libraries to cataloging as well as LIRS practice, sub-'

ject to UNCL approval. The group has adoPted guidelines for choosing
\

among duplicate records on OCLC, but UNO and UNL insist upon using LC

copY.when it Is available, and UMMC insists upon Using NLM copy when it

is'availale. The group has agreed that U of ql recatalOgera will nSe a

first indicator "2" in the.C49 field wheneVer possible to avoid dup1i

cation in the database. .Records with such an indicator are bypassed'by,

.the LIRS systeM altogether. 'Any corrections made in the catalog by card,

set reorder must be edited separately ontIRS. The three campUses-have

also agreed to trade serial extra cards; that is, when One campus cata-

logs or recatalogs a serial, that campus sends the other tampuses copiea

of the new cataloging. Hopefully this will increase the similarity of

'cataloging atOng the three schools. yetently, unr adopted AACR II Cata-

loging rules and LC authority file name headings. Now that all campuses

use.the same form of name at-the time of cataloging, conflicts will be

reduced significently. The problems that remain in this area of standard-

ized Cataloging are: 1) that the serial xc trade has not: yet had the in7

tended effect,,and 2),different policies about printing and. publishing
.

. -
dates too.often lead to identical OCLC records being used for non-identical
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pieces or identical pieces cataloged On different OCLC records. The

future will tell whether efforts at standardization decrease the burden

f conflict resolution and duplicate clearance Which currently rests

with the LIRS bibliographic staffs from all three campuses.

Second the Catalogers Group formulates ways to deal with the ex-

isting database. So far the hulk of their efforts have been directed

toward the problem of duplicate bibliographic records. Duplicate cata-

loging in the LIRS system is found two ways. The more convenient way

is in the update file. Each campus sees only the update records it has

input and is authorized to deal with them. A tape loading ,order is to be

observed which gives the campusei an approximately equal chance to be

"first in" and spreads the update file clearance,responsibilities as

evenly as possible. The plan assumes that each school receives and cata-

logs pieces held in, common at nearly the same time. That is hot true of

.course; Problems interfering with tape loading order have been a source

of strain between the campuses The first task of.the person looking at

update reCords is to detetmine which are actually. duplicates. It often

.boils down to judgment and erperience. If.the difference between the

update and datahLse records,might he due to CIP copy cataloging; the.

OCLC members should be the same--everything else'including title and im-

print may be different. If the OCLC numbers are different, ,tbe titles

V.
and'imprints just about have to be the same if the records are duplicates.

It is the responsibility of the.campus trying to add a new.record to make

the judgment and, if necessary, to:call the other holding campuses to

compare pieces.

The less convenient,way duplicates are discovered is when they are
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already' in the database. When an employee is trying to locate a bibli-

, ographic record, (usually during conversion) s/he may find severarsindlar

records. A major turning point in the history of NU catalog cooperation

Was the adoption of protocols for mOnographic conversion in the presence

of duplicates, according Co these Principles:

. There Willje a prescribed conversiOn choicefor every set of dupli7
cateainsuring that allcampnses'With identital boldings will attach
their item-level records to:the same bibliographic record.

2. The dtplicate records notchosen will be reported to the schools
that input them.

-

-3. The schools that input the duplicate records hot chosen for conver-
Sian will be respmsible for clearing their'duplicate records from
the database after verifying that they-ate duplicates.

Certain modifications t\ the conversion choice record may be made
in order to make it.acceptable, to the schools Whith did not.innut
it.

5."rbe rule for converalon-tboice is "latest verSionIrom the first
'school in." That is, the Schoolwbose record:was input first
(signified by lowest-bibliographic identification number) will be
chosen. If that school'later recataloged the material, the most
recent version should be chosen. If duplicate recorda for a cer-
tain material were found in this order

#10001 NBU
#20001 LDL
#30001 UM
#40001 UNM
#500p1 ut
wool pv

Number 0001, UNO's setond duplicate,-Would be chosen for conversion.
The exception to thia rule IS the shortjion,OCLC recOrd which is
ignored for'the purposes of conversion-choice in duplitate sitUation.

-Brief records.are onl3i used when thereis nO alternative:

#11320 DNM,(Brief)
423201 LDL
#31023 NBU

In the aboVe situation, the LDL record is the conversion choice.

Schools are notified of their unwanted duplicatea On LIRS Monographic
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' Duplicate Report Sheets., An-exaMple is attached. The reporting campus

keeps the original and makes copies for the other campuses. Each school

prints out the cenverSion chdice records and any of its own duplicates,

and they are cOmpared carefully. The duplicate processor Judges whether

or net the records are actually duplicates. If se, the inputting school

must delete its unwanted duplicates. Sometimes mistakes are made in

conversion, of course'. )6ccasionally that "first school in, latest version"

business confuses peeple. The mistakes are usually found when 4 school

trieS to delete it3 own unwanted duplicate and finds that item-level

recorda are attached. The machine won't allow the deletion of a bib-level

record to which item-level records are attached. If the inputting school

made the conversien error,,its employee simply moves the item-level records

and deletes the bib-level record: If some other school made the conversion

error, howevpr, that school must be informed of the error. A Linked Record

thange Request Form'(example'attached) is used for thia purpoSe. After.'

the inputting school:is informed of its.donVersion error and moves itshold-

ings,,that sdhool just deletes the unwanted bib-level record. This:is the

only time one school may kill another school'a bib-level monOgraphic.record.

Of course, the fOrmula for determining ConVersion choice i8 not.based

on quality.. Many times a'duplicate to be killed is quite a bit different

---
Or even quIte bit better than the conversion choice. Protocols have

'-been,set up for making the converSion choice bibliographic record.acdept-'

'able. everyone who must link items to it. These protocols elk, apply

when a scbdol must kill its duplicate record in the update file in favor

of an unaccepta e'record already in the database. Despite the fact Chat

UNO and UNts.catalog about the same rules, and despite the fact.that



LIRS MONOGRAPHIC BIB RECORD DUPLICATE'REPORTING

-

I. Search eadh record by title for all conversion.and record correction. "
2. If there are.duplicata records for the same title select the conversion choice

according to the critaria below. The 049 (inputting library) field is used in the
selection procesi; if there is no 049 field-the inputting library A. "LDL." Compare
first three letters only.

Chooive the first record.in the display. Miampia: tm,
. IOU take LDI.

b) If there is more thati one record for the first inputting library choote that
library's latest one.
Eiample: NbU UNK

LDLUNM
MbU taka 2nd NbU record- LDL
LDL UNK take 2nd URN record

c) Never choose A; brief monographic UNHC.record (i.e. in all CAPS) if,' full OCLC
record is available, even if it is not in the regular conversion choiceposition.

.3. Record the ritle,.then record the'bib.-0 and inpuetlig library symbel of the record
used for conversion in the "conversion choice" column, thin put the LIM bib record
IN and inputting library oymbols ft, 411 additional duplicates intim "duplicates
not thosen for conversion colunr

4. .When the sheet is Completed sone t ,sy to midi campus whose 049 inputting symbol
appears on tha reporting iheet.

TITLE

651164,

CONVERSION CRO/CE
LIRS .

BIB REC' D
049
SYMBOL

14,2rer_) 14034 5-
_Ett&A.2115

ezr924t 1 al A44.t.0 ctio

4.21311-

/A3 Li An-

DUPLICATESqlOT CHOSEN
FOR CONVERSION
LIU-
BIB

, 049
REeD 0 robot

A0,211...
hi VA)L.

cbree./c)ta m'

-



Raportins Y.ibrary Date ubmitted Mq09.

/I
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UNMC's collection ls so different from the other two, the.number of

.hours spent Aoctoring conversion choices is staggering. Consequentlyi-

LIRS online maintenance.has been very expensive So far. The duplicate

resolution process has,also added a cataloging' quality check at ali

campuses which.has resulted in inceases in card catalog maintenance as

well. Since LIRS records ate "cOmposite" records they end up being like

none of the campuses card recorda. il'hat.complicates things in ways which

may become' clear to the reader later. Attached is a typical Compositeh

record. The undeilined.parts were added.to the original UNMC recorA by

Although there are a myriad of kinds of conflicts among.duplicate

records, the Catalogers Group has divided them into three categoiies

according to how they are rIssolved: minimal changes, significant changes,

and unreported changes. In order to make a conversion choice.record'accep-
,

table to his/her own school, a LIRS employee may add access points from

his/her.own school's killed record at will. If UNO's duplicate 'record

shows, for example, that the material is about "disease" and the UNM record

shows that the:material is about "pathology," the composite record will

showthat the material is about both "disease" and "pathology." No record

is made of the addition; hence, it is called an unreported change. How-

ever, the school which added the extra subject heading or makes any

other change.also adds a specia1.910 field."claiming" the record:

910 UNL820412rfa.(UNM)* The tiecordnow belongs to the whole university.

*UNL is the editing agenCy. The inputting library s added at the
end because* a system bug. The inputting library'f.igd disappears
if the record IS tampered with.
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TYPICAL LIRS COMPOSITETIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION FROM DATABASE RE'CORD NO 27016

LDR 00843NAM 22002178r- 45 9)

001 ocL76085878

008 800214c19801979Nvu B 00110 ENGM
0

#A t0011721.010

019 #A0cL7865902

049 #AUNMA

050 0 #ARJ50#D1E913 1980

062 #AWS 141 E94D

100 10 #AEWERBECK, N.#0(NANDAD1919-#WCN

240 10 #ADIFFERENTIALDIAGNOSE VON KRANKHEJTEN IN
KINDESALTER.#LEhGLISH;

245 10 #ADIFFERENTIAL DIAGNom IN PgDIATRICS :#BA COMPENDIUM OFSYMPTOMS AND FINGINGS,/#CBY HANS tWERBECKA
250 tiAAMER I CAN ED

bblEAUSLAIEL_ANDREIL.131_111;1111i-REALACELCIYilai.
260 0 #ANEW YORK

:#BSPRJNGER-VERLAG,#CC1979.
6;fl O.

A4rWILORFN1YDISEASES#XDIAGNOSIS4
550 0 #ADIAGNOSIS, DIFFERENTIAL:1,

650 2 #ADIAGNOSIS, DIFFERENTIAL#X1N INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD#XNANDBOOKS.
650 2

#APEDIATRICS#XNANDBOOKS,

700 10 #ANEMISCHOVSKY, JUDITHACN
910 14E820421Ra (UNMA)-



:The.inputting school may not replace or significantly change-it because
e

' there: is something in the cOmpOsite'that another school thinks is im-
,

portant.

If.oneechool wishes to add to a conversion choice record some field\

which is not an access-Peint,(such aS an edition statement) or sothe part

some field (such as a second publisher or authorship statement),,it .

may do 'o but must notifythe.inputting schooi-on a special form so that

the inputting school might correct its cards accordingly. COrrection of

obyious typos alsolalls into,the dategory,of minimal change. A sample

Manithal Change Report Form is attaChed. Significant changes are those

whichthe inputting.school may wish to dispUte (such as publication date--

the editing school May be trying to link iteth-level records to a biblio-.

graphic record that its items don t really patch) or Which cOrrect_tis-

takes which.may warrant the'inputting school's attion (sucn-as name

headingethat defY authority). At any fate, theY are so important that'

the inputting school is asked to make the change tae:r than simply read

areportof the change. The LIRS Significant Change Request Form (attached)

is simply a mOdified version of the OCLC Significant Change Request Form
4

- and also requires evidence such as. xeroxed title page or OCLC authority

record printout. UNO and VNL can ask each Other to change headings to

the Library of Congress form because both UNO and UNL use Ld as their

name authority. Until recently 'UNMd used National Library of Medicine

headings. In cases of conflict between UNL or UNO and UNMC, two headings

'for the same name could appear on the composite record. UNMC's switch

to LC authority should put an end to such practice. Also related to

AACR II,-the Catalogers Group recently,approved the expanded Category of
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LIRS MINIMAL CHANGE REFORI FORM

.Date subwited oonterv,..

Reporting Library .4r)A_

Reported
'by

Dal . Old tag, indicator or text New tag, indicator ortesit,

Haecou . . .

roceed s
A.59MilekSilu Pk, Ps

Inputting
Library

Aith

A.)2311

"961014h-1,14, Plov_brden$

e hot' ztl

C.



LIRS SIGNIFICANT CHANGE REQUEST FORM

BID number 4/3 ados-
INSTRUCTIONS

Complete entire top part of form and retura it
to,inputting library. It will be returned after
action is taken. Print in k or type clearly.,
Underline parts to be than ed.
Stmplm photocopy of autho_ity for changes in upper
left corner:3X5 in. copy or smaller to front; larger
items to back.

See "Guidelines Document" for sort detailed
Information.

. '

Cite authority (e.g. LC-MARC) State if error(s)
self evident. ne..1-0,a.t.1.10-iunAl" et.acittel-

DATE ea.0 Lii5-

INPUT BY
(OCLC SYMBOL

. .

REPORTED
(OCLC SYMBOL)

LP 1....
040 0c)

BY A..4014

_AUTHOR
(lXX) J.1.14.5141, 4eirYkuta

SIGNATURE

TITLE
.(2450a) 7,21.311en-)

FIXED
rum TIELD'CODE:

?
FIELD

REQUESTED CHANGE:
TAG 0- .TEXT FROM RECORD:

I

REQUESTED CHANGE: .

a,6).(4,C,ty7Gy i,eaa-WY.11,P4./24/1
TAG 0 TEXT FROM RECORD:

,

.REQUESTED CHANGE:

TAG 0 TEXT FROM RECORD: ,

,

REQUESTED CHANGE:

TAG 0

L--

TEXT FRCti RECORD:

.

REQUESTED CRANGE:

Action taken:

by:

Date:

e60-fiti--cX`j

042-a F

21.
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unreported changes to include the tubstitution of verifiable LC pre-!

AACR II headings-with a verifiable LC AACR II headings.

DataPhase is developing a system capability to put.both subject and

name headingcross referencet into the LIRS database and to make multi-

record heading7.1'.Changes in otde* to eliMinite sPlit online files. It will

..be the Catalogert 'Group's nekt:big chal

who may m*e this k1ndof change
0

and under what circumstances. In the

nge to develop protocols about

:not toomear futuie it maybe 2ossible_tO

pare the headingt on TARS to Lc'-g subject

readable local name authority file. Some

load a.program which would com-

or name authority or to a machine

limited automatic flipping of

headings -similar to OCLC!..s.pre-AACR II flip may even bepossible Right

now the.LIRS'database contains both Mark Twain and Samuel Clemens,.both

Russia--Hittoty and Soviet UnionHistory with no.links between them.

Pre-AACR II headings.are not now routinelY changed to AACR II on LIRS

6"

even though they are changed in the card catalog, because of.the work

involved and because hopeaare high for the development ofonline diction

ary, maintenance.;

Maintaining serials records inthe LIRS database is going to be--

and already is-7extrem4ly,complicated for three reasCns. First, short,
.

non-OCLC.records loaded onto the database by UHMC have local fields that

must be preserved and Already have some.item-level records attached. They

-cannot just be killed im favel. of .far better OCLC duplicates: Either the .

holdingt 4nd local fields must be transferred to better records (which

takes a long time), or the better recCrds must be-superimposed upon the

brief records tobakecomposites 67hich takes a:1ong,tim0.

Second, the three campuses d'id not switch over from latest to
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successive entry serials Cataloging at the game, time nor in a consistent,

way. Anyone with some familiarity with serials cataloging can iMagine-

with horror the tortures aecessary,to figure out which cataloging records

refer to the same serials, which differencesare mistakesoand which re-

'sult.from differing approaches, and-how to make coMposite records without.

everyone having to recatalog, rebind, reshelve, etc. So far.it has seemed

wisest to let the luality control coordinatOr'and her staff ragolVe aIl

the duplicate Situations they can before full scale Convetsicin (linking

of itath-level records to bibliographic racords) begins.

-
Third, serials.cataloging just goes on and on: A serials cataloging

record cannot be forgotten once the serial is cataloged. ''At the very-
,

least it has to be-closed at some time. Often serials will change

titles, merge,- split, fragment, and oVerlap.dUring their publishing

lives. The Catalogers Group has not yet figured-out a way to insure

agreement.of holding campuses about when these changes occur and how

to.handle them. The xc trade is not adequate.- Centralized reporting
.

of changes'may be the answer, which will involve the serials Catalogers

of the three campusei in LIRS more than befote. Considering thejiumber

of cOnflicts found so far, the final source of serials decisions has

Ils/her/their work cut CUt for him/her/them.

CONCLUSION

Based on .certain problems the LIRS project has faced, the author --

-
wishes to advise those considering an ohline bibliographic database

shared with other libraries to, select those libraries as much as possible

iccording to similarity f library type and bibliographic approach. Bad



they to-do it over with more flexibility of options, the librarians at

IMMC.mIght think tWice before casting their online database lot with

generalcollege libraries. They might prefer'to buy their own small

onliue system or join together with other medical libraries.

The more planning that can be done before database loading begins,.

the better. The initiate is advised not to load a database until the

vendor or local programmers have produced a good approximation of what

was contracted for. The "buyer" should deMand a detailed written ex-

planation of how.all p rts of the'system wOrkor Will work and how all'

displays look or will look, so that parameters can be set in 4 reason-

able, informed way, and that problems can be anticipated and prevented.

'Any.involved vendors should,be urged tO assure in writing that the .sys- .

'tem's storage is large enough for at least five years! projected growth,

and that response time will be reasonable even when all terminals are

in use or when a "background job" is occupying part of the system.

.Even if guarantees are not possible, such discussions will ensure that

--- everyone involVed' is aware of these issues. "Free enterprise"-types

involved in the project must be under pressure to deliver and maintain,

the-best...system'they can; they do not always share the librarian's

'comPulsion to provide good service. Every poSsible detail should be ,

agreed.tO by participating libraries in writing. Methods of decision-

making, division of.authority and responsibility, procedures and. schedules

should be worked outas early as feasible and strictly adhered to. It

is all too.e-asy Tor orie,library to feel left out oroppressed or for con:

flicting directions to confuse lower level employees.

Card.catalogs should be.given up witb.reluctance. Before card

I/



catalogs are eliminated or even just "frozen," downtime .on the new

online system must be virtually nonexistent or a backup available,

public. service staff Should be intimaielyfamiliarwith the functions,

procedures and'hybrid records of a. shared online system, the buga

'should be worked out, some check on completeness of dita should be

made, and the System should be stable. Although petiodic software
A

changes may make some Amptbyedients in the system,- they also necess1-
0-

tate retraining, redocumenting and re-orientating patrons.

Finally, money and' time savings should be de-emphasized aSthe

rationale for switching'tO a cooperativ.e online catalog. The "initial"-

expenditures for system implementation of any computerized system are

huge, and capital ontlays stretchover a long time-:-eSpecially since

mannal and online systems usually overlap (bothare maintained during

'a switchover perlod).pnd.database building requires.trained.staff
0

relativel long period. For reasons outlined in this paper.as well as

others outside its scopp, cooperative venture6 require even more work'
. .

fr

and'patience, decreasing and postponing any money or stafftime savings

which may eventually be realized through the adoption of an online

catalog.

4
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1HE NEW MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY: ONE BIBLIOGRAPHER'S PERSPECTIVE

Elaine A. Franco

University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries

Lincoln,, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

,The Modern Language. Association of America (MLA) has adopted a new

indexing system forcomiiling its annual.MLA International Bibliography.'

The CIFT (Contextual-Indexing:and Faceted Taxonomit) Acceds Systeth
.

requireS bibliographers to describe the form and cOntent of each entry

in an ordered sequence,,using standardized terminology..These descrip-:

tions will be used tO:create a classified bibliographias well.aS am

alphabetiCal subj'ect index. The.1981 Bibliography (to be,published in

1982) will provide a more detailed subject analysis of each entry,

tailored to the idiosyncrasies of'literary and linguiStic Scholarship,

and will be more acceSsible for computer and manual searching.,

The MLA Internationil Bibliography of Books and Articles on the

Modern.Languages and Literatures is' the most comprehensive bibliography

of its kind.in the field of language and literature. Drawing from-More

than 2,000 journals,.the MLA Bibliography provided an annual classified-

listing of approximately,60,0001pliographical citations for articles

and books published on modern languages, literature, folklore, and

linguistics, The MLA Bibliography is compiled by.the staff of the'

Center for Bibliographical Services at the Modern Language Association

headquarters in Newdyrk, with the cooperation of a network of over



two hundred bibliographers.

The Modern Language Association (MLA) recently adopted a new

indexing system for compiling the annual Bibliography. The'system is

being implementld this year for the BibliographY coveiing 1981 citations

(scheduled for'sublication.in the fall of'1982), With funds from the

National Endowdent for the Humanities, in 1978 MLA had-undertaken an

eighteen-month Bibliography Revision.ProjeCt to review the MLA Biblio-

graphy's taxoncimy and method of indexing, with:the prospect of revision

.and expansion. Consideration wad givea tO the sources andcompilation

methods of corparable bibliographies, and to the methods of retrieval

Used in other'bibliographic systems, T4e MLA Executiye Council

'.appointed a Seven-member Advisory Board to supervise.the Bibliography.-

Revision-Project, including a general bibliographer, 4 research librarian,

6 specialistin.library sciende, apa scholars representing the fields of

English, foreign langUages, comparative literature, and linguistics.

.Various indexing systems were studied as possible means for pro-

viding better subject access to the NIELA Bibliography,'including, the

keyword title index, the augmented keyword title index, the alphabetical,

subject index, and the Contextual Indexing and.Faceted Taxonomic Access
e

, System (CIFT). After much discussion, study, and testing, CIFT was

'chosen by the Advisory Board as the syitem to be used for the MLA

BibliOgraphy. CIFT is a new system 'of indexing and classification which

was developed in the course of the Bibliography Revision Project. The

CIFT system was to be -'7ed for the Bibliography covering 1980. It was

decided to delay implementation, however, and to spend a year refining

the system while compiling the 1980 Bibliógraphy in the traditional
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manner.

Under the CIFT system bibliographers prepare a worksheet ibr each

entry. There are four differeLt types of worksheets: yellow for general

literature and related topics, pink :/:or national literatures, green for

language-and linguistics, and blue for folklore. The first side of the

sheet is designed for the bibliographic description of the item,. Biblio-

graphers using the CIFT system need not be overly concerned with the

details of the citation. Much of, the-punctuation, spacing, etc. is

handled by computer. The reverse side of the sheet is reserved for the

subject indexing. The four types of worksheets differ slightly on the

subject indexing side.

The CIFT system will provide both a classified listing and a

subject index for the MLA Bibliography. This cladsifioation system is

not radically different from the Bibliography's traditional taxonomy of

language and literature, but it is an open-ended rather than a closed

system. The CIFT system is very flexible with regard to the arrangement .

of the classification, the level of subject description, and the number

of index entries or classification positions produced per item. CIFT

bibliographers to describe the cOntent and form of bibliogra:

phic items (typically:journal articles) in teims of at ordered sequence .

of facets. Facets are categories of inforMation 'relevant tO language,

literature, and folklore Studiei,, such as place, geriod, genre:, language

or literatUre, persons, woris, themes, influences, and theories. The

facets encompass, but go beyond, the classification categories tradi-

tionally used :hy the MLA Bibliography. In answering the queitions

represented by the facet categories, the bibliographers provide



descriptors for the subject index. A descriptor is any word or.phrase

that describes the content'of an item. Some of the descriptors will be

used-to create a classified arrangement of entries in the Bibliography.

All'of the descriptors will be used to give a brief description of t

item and to form an alphabetical subject index. The descriptor should

be the most specific term applicable to the item, chosen on the basis of

the wording used in the item and the bibliographer's expertise. Role

indicators can be used to further modify the descriptors. (See fig. 1-2.)

A thesaurus is being developed which will provide references from

synonyms and narrower, broader, and related terms in the index. Termino-

logy'nsed by bibliographers to describe the items they compile will be

, checked against the thesaurus tO achieve consistency, although the

bitaiographers will-not be limited to those terms found in the theselrus.

CIFT is a string index system as well as a faceted'system. Descrip-

tors chosen to define an item will form a unified sequence or string.
.

These strings will appear after"the citation in the classified section

and will be repeated under headings in the subject index to provide a

context for ;he index and the classified entries. Users of the Biblio-

graphywill thus be able to ju ge the relevance a particular item may

have tq their research needs. ( fig. 3.)

The new system'will provide a M.Ore detailed subject analysis than

did thet classification system used for the MLA Bibliography through

1980. Items will be indexed to the level of individual work under

individual literary authors, to narrow topic fo general literature

and folklore, ahd to minor linguistic aspect for language and linguis-

tics; Further indexing is possible, acdording to themes, influences,

36
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MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY WORKSHEET

Complete thlzlorm for entries on NATIONAL LITERATURES. Circle or typewrite in relevant information
FOR OFFICEua ONLY acc/

class: .

VP/

initials: resi EAF

document language: Ian / Fre Ger. Spa Ita Rus Other (specifY)

tit/ 'Presumptuous Girls ' of Cather, Zreiser, and James
document title (& subtitle):

gloss (if needed): glo/

document tuthor(s): aul; Murphy Joh., J.
(ind. editors, etc. If more than 5, au2/
circle more and continue elsewhere):

au3/

au5/
JOURNAL ARTICLES:
journal title or acronym: in! / pn
publication infc,rnation: date:. 5at! 1981 April.
volume: vol/

. 9 iss/ 1
-ARTICLES (boo0, analized or una-alyzed. ánd Oher media):

pagination: cpp/

editor(s): cau/
collection title: cti/
(drop to next section

todescribe container further.)

MONOGRAPHS AND COLLECTIONS (books and other media):

publication information: place: pla/

publisher: pub/
date: Yr/
pages: lug/

additional title page information: tpa/

series name or acronym: ser/

series number: sno/.

Figure 1 Recto of dample Worksheet

pagination: ext/ 83-95

more



Subject indexing for NAtIONAL LITERATURES

Typewrite appropriate descriptors, Use role indicators asrieedeil,

specific literatures: yt/ American literature
performance media; ya/
languages (if different from

language of national literature): ul/

. periods: ta/ 1800-1899
individuals (real): r:a/ Cather, ,

anonymous works: ra/

groups/movements: qa/

genres: pa/ novel
works: na/ Tkii Song of the Lea*

IN GENERAL complete the lower portion of the worksheet only for CORE JOURNALS_For other types of documents that
will not be classified under an individual author, genre, and work, complete the two most important of the following
categories. If a document concerns two literary authors who will be classified in the same volume, use the lower portion of
the worksheet to provide index access for the other author under whose bold face the document will not be classified, If
the document concerns two literary authors who will be classified in different volumes,you will have to construct separate,
strings. See Bibliographers' Manual for instructions on the construction ofseparate strings.

features: ma/

literary techniques: Ik/

influences (recrpients):

figures/characters:

-10=6112 of a LadY

Ia-/< totwomen characters <cot Dreiser, , Theodore :

-

Sister Carrie ;W-James Henry: The Portrait

sources: ka/< soi

prdcesies: ja/

types of scholirship: hs/ .

"al methodological approaches: ha /

12: theories: ga/< apo
11'

a devices/tools: fa /< apo . .

disciplines: ea /

scholars: da/

general/miscellaneous: ca/

special types of documents: as /

Role Indicators: < and and <for fa/
< *application in <inc includes
< ap0 application of < inx in
<apt applied to < ion influence on
<as' as <ofx of . ../
< bYx bY < iet relationship to
< cot compared to < rin role in
< dat (date) <rof role of ., < fau for (audience)

'./iigUre 2 Verso of Sample Worksheet

<sal sources in
study example

<tin treatment in
<tot treatment of
< usi use in
<uso use of
<rot with
< zot (other provide
desired term and colon)

38
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SAMPLE CLASSIFIED LISTING FOR REVISED MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY

English literature. 1700-1799.
Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823).

Novel.
. Mysteries of Udoloho. Sedgwick, Eve Kosofsky. "The Character-in the Veil:Imagery of the Surface in the Gothic Novel.", PMLA. 1981 March; 96(2):-255-270.,

SAMPLE SoBJECT tUDEXING FOR REVISED MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY.

GOTHIC NOVEL

English literature. 1700-1799, Novel: GOTHIC NOVEL.
---.:. Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823).steries

of Udolchoi. The Italian en4 Levis, MatthewGregory (1775-1818). The Modk.-Uee of Surface imagerye Treatme of Sexualfunction of Veils.
Psychoanalytic approach. ..,,,,,,---IMAGERY

,----English literature. 1700-1799. Novel: Gothii novel.
Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823).

%eateries, of Udoloho;'The Italian and Lewis, MatthewGregory (1775-1818), The Monk. Use of Surface:aMAGERY.
Treatment of:SeXua1.futation of Vep.s. Psychoanalytic apprqach.

LEWIS, MATTHEW GREGORY (1775-1818)
English literature. 1700-1799. Novell'COthic hOvel,.

.

. .

Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823)- Mrsteries of Udolnho; The Italiau.and LEWIS, MATTHEW
. GREGORY (1775-1818). The Monk. Use of Surface imagery. Treatment of Sexual '!Unction of Veils. Psychoanalytic approach,

PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH .

-English literature. 1700-Z199. Novel: Gothic novel.
Radcliffe, Ann (1764,a62.1). Write1410:ot Udoloho; The Italian and Lewis, MatthewGregory (1775-1818). The-Monk. Use of Surface imagery..Treatment of SexUalfUnetion Of Veils, PSYCHOANALYTIC APPROACH.

RADCLIFFE, ANN (1764r1823)
.

.

English literature. 1700-1799. Novel,: Gothic novel.
RADCLIFFE, ANN (1764-1823). MYsteries of Udoloho3 The ItUlian,and Lewis, Matthew_Gregory (1775-1818). The Monk: Uee of Surface imagery. Treatment of Sexual!Unction of Veili. Psychoanalytic approach.SEXUAL FUNCTION .

.

.

English literature.
1700-1799.14:1Tel; Gothic novel.

Radcliffe, Ann (1764-1823).
MYsteries:of Udoleho'111.Italian and LeWis MC:thew

-
Gregory (1775-1810. The Monk. Uaa ofSurface- imagery. Treatment. of SEXUALFUNCTION' of Ne4s. Psychoanalytie approach.VEILS

English literature, 1700-1799. Novel: Gothic novel.
.Radcliffe, AUU (1764-1823). Mysteriei Of Udolpho; The Italian and Lewit,. MatthewGregory (1775-1818). The Monk. Useof Surface imagery. Treatment of Sexualfunction of VEILS. Psychoanalytic apiroach.

pigtre 3 The String Index

3 9

,
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methodological approaches, etc.'Improved subject access through a subject

index will be a great improvement over former editions of the Bibliogra-

Titles for articles on literary criticism are often-cryptic. A title

may :Include a literary quotation or allusion and not explicitly state

the topic of the article.

Subject access to the NEAL BibliographY in its durrent form is

probably best in the national literattire, sections. Most entries are

grouped by national literature, then further. subdividedi.by chronology.

A user searching for material on an individual literary author will

probably find it easily enough, with some'eXceptioniterary,authors

who have written in tig) languages may be,found under tWo nationals:-

literatures. It .is necessark to determine the correct classification
,

_ _ when searching for authors whose works cross over century'boundaries.--
,

'Access. to general: subjects.is not entirely satisfactory under the

traditional.classification system. Someone looking for artioles'on

feminist criticism, for example, 'would have to read through all the

materials'listed under literary criticism in the general literature-

section, trying,to determine from,their titles what articles might be

relevant. Thiz user might want to look at the criticism subsection in

the twentieth-century section of a national literature to-locate

materials dealing with feminist criticism as applied to a particular

national literature in the twentieth century. The search would be

expanded if the uier wanted materials dealing with various centUriis

and various literatures. The MLA Bibliography is now 'available online

through the Dialog System. Using the .onlineliersion of the Bibliography.,

the user looking for material on feminist criticism could search for

4
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words, suCh as feminist or women. But the online file has a subject
-

index drawn only from the Bibliography's classification 'structure, the

citation titles, and the citation note fields. Thus, if a partiCular

word is not included in the classification 'structure or the title of.the

item, a.relevant article may elude the searcher.1

The present classification aystem does allow for some cross refer-
.

ences, but the new subject index will make it easier'for researchers to

locate articles tha could be classified under more than one heading.

This is a typical situation in literary research, where much scholarship

is concerned with the influence of author, kupon authorAS., or the
.

treatment of topic X in the writing of author Y, ,or an analysis of genie

Z with examples drawn from authors E, and G. The cross reference

system that has. been _Used for the A Bibliography in the past gives no

indication of the kind of relationship between the different headingg.-

The new string system will indidate to a user whether certain connec-
,:

:tions are worthpursuing.

The,CIFT system is new and will probably undergo some refinements

after this first year bfyuse. As a student of'literature, a cataloger

of).anguage and literaturematerials,. and'an MLA bibliographer I am

anxious to see.how successful.the CIFT system will be. I think it has

great'pOtenti4 as an indexing syatem fdr-literary and linguistic,
.=. -

scholarship:

1. Eileen N. Mackesy, "The MLA International Bibliography," p. 287-88.
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SERIAL CANCELLATION PROGRAMS IN ACADEMIC
LIBRARIES IN MISSOURI

Kay Logan-Peters

Love Memorial Library

University of Nebraska-Iincoln

Lincoln Nebraska

ABSTRACT

A discussion of programs used in academic libraries

in Missouri concerning cancellation of ser,ial titles, and of

methods utilized in calcellation procedures. The .study in-

cluded surveying 33academic libraries with serial collec-

tions of 400 or more active titles. A compilation of results

'of 17 responses proVed that few libraries in Missouri rely on

wr'itten cancellation poliOies, but many utilize informal, un-

written policies,. Librarians make Most deselection decisions;

faculty are consulted frequently. Recommendations include

analysis of indexing, -citation frequency, faculty opinion,

cost, language, curriculum relatedness and program accredi-

tation requirements. Also recommended are resource sharing

consortiums in metropolitan areas.

Many acaaemid libraries are witnessing diminishing

budgets coupled With rising costs of library materials. Ex-

periencing especially sharp price Ancreases are those items

of a serial nature, such as scholarly journals and various

subscription materials. "According to Library Journal,
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serial prices rose approximately 12.6% annually between 1975

and 1980.
1

As a result of these inflationary prices, many

academic libraries are making an effort to curtail spending

by cancelling subscriptions, hopefully without damage to the

serial collection of the library. Since thi.6 is a relatively

new problem, librarians need to be aware of methods used to

cancel items which may not be crucial to the library collec-

tion, and methods which have the least effect on the librarY's

users.

Because of the enormous differences between ribraries

sharing this proSlem, it would be,impossible to determine the

Pbest".method of serial deselection, And this'paper will not

attempt to do so. Instead, -the purpose of.this-study is,to

determine the various methods used in deselecting serials.

It is hoped that from these results librarlans can then judge

for themselves which method might work,most efficiently. An-
,

other objective of this study is to determine what types of.

.materials are being cancelled (such as foreign publications,

duplicates; or items in a particular subjedt area), 'and to

determine, if possible, the overall effect cancellations have

on a library collection.

This is a topic of relevance not only to serial li-

brarians, but to all librarians. Although.this study applies

specifically to academic librarians in the State of Missouii,

the implications are of interest to any librarian facing

economic changes and inflationary prices.
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LITERATURE SURVEY

-

During the-1970s, many libraries began-deselection pro-

_ grams, Several of these programs haNie been docume- nted in

library literature.in the form of articles and proceedings of

-conferences,

A review of the literature indicats that every ace.-_

demic library_which practices deselection approaches the

problem in a unique way. The mopt efficient and objective

programs are-highly systematic, and studies are undertaken

which utilize collected data based on several of the follow-_

ing factors:

*1. Usage -- the number of times a title-is used in

any prescribed period of time.

2. -Curriculum relatedness -- the need for" a. title
-

as- it relates to coUrsesoffered at the insti-

. Price.

4, Accreditation of an institutional program --
-

the library mey be required to subscribe to a

particular title or titles in order for a pro-

gram to eitablish or maintain accreditation.

. Language the language of the periodical may

be one which is read by mery few students,

which case the library must decide if use

justifiee the cost-of the item.

6. Citation: frequency --7do authors of paPers.
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cite items from a certain title, thereby

provingthejournal useful as a research tool?

39

7. Indexing and abstracting -- the journal is in-

dexed by major indexing and abstracting tools

in the subject area in question.

8. Availability, in other libraries -- is the,journal

available through inter-library loan or is the

jiolding institution responsible for owning the

1.tle due to network commitments?

9. Integrity of the collection -7'librarians and

faculty may feel the title is essential to the

collection regardless of cost and use.

10. 'Faculty opinion -- regarding utility, cost, and

general value of a title.2

Basing decisions entirely on use or price can cause

repercussions such as those heard by librarians at California

State University at LOS Angeles. At CSULA, cancellatione
4.

were determined th'rough use studies which faculty members

later. discounted. 3
Use studies alone are not enough proof of

a title's value. Faculty ranking of titles proved to be

problematic also. At the University of Redlands, a small

liberal arts College, faculty members_did not list the

recommended number of titles for possible cancellation and

others participated in=collusion by placing different titles

on each list. 4
,In short, consideration of one factor only
0

is not sufficient for decision making purposes.
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A successfuldeselection program was parried out by the

Northeastern Ohio Major Academic Libraries (NEOMAL) consor-

tium, Librarians were able to pool resources and determine

which titles each of the six libraries owned. Cancellations

were then handled by the consortium serials committee. In

this way, seldom used titles were retained by only one li-

brary and the others were allowed to drop subscriptions. The

cooperating libraries saved $47,500 in subscription costs

during the first two years. 5
At the University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign, extensive cancellations occurred in

1975. Librarians were notified that they needed to cut 257.

of total serial expenditures. Librarians in charge of sub-

ject collections were given lists of titles in their subject

areas. In order to cut those titles which were the least

beneficial to the collection, librarians based their de-

cisions on several factors. .Duplicates were a primary target

unless they were heavily used titles. Use was determined by

using circulation statistics of bound volumes. Many li-

brarians consulted with teaching faculty if their subject

collection was small enough. Large collections which were

less manageable made it difficult for librarians to consult

faculty at every turn, placing final decisions with the li=

braridns. Indexes were used by subject librarians and titles

were retained if they were indexed. The study did not in-

clude special treatment of new titles which may not have geen

indexed. Another tool which proved to be useful was the
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library's Acquisition.Policy Statement. This document in-

cluded titles which had to be retained for curriculum re-

quirements. When this cancellation project was finished,

many librarians involved were pleased with the results and

reported few patron complaints. The project cleared the

library, of unnecessary duplicates anciiaaterials, saving

$190,435.6

A systemetic method for deselecting titles is very

portant to any library starting a cancellation project.

However, certain methods may become so complex-that they

require time, money and cooperation which many librarians

have found to bedecking. One example of this occurred at the

University of California, Domihquez Hills. Numeric values

were assigned to each of several factors considered. Journal

worth was calculated as the sum total of points. The librar-

ian using this method noted that, although'it seemed cumber-

'some, the method would provide a sound guide for deselection

decision making.7

By analyzing the literature related to serial cancell-
,

ation projects, it is apparent that every library handles
--

deselection in its own fashion. Each library has unique con-

siderations which depend on organizational structure, poli-

cies and budget.

METHODOLOGY

Serial title review and deselection is practiced in some



form in nearly all libraries. To facilitate this study, a

sample group was required which would includr libraries with

similar problems as well as similar goals, specifically, the

problems and goals concerning serial publications. Academic

libraries commonly subscribe to larger numbers of serials

than school and public libraries; mainly because of the re-

search needs of academic library users. Since academic li-
,

braries subscribe to more serial titles than other types of

libraries, it is logical-that they also spend larger portions_

of theif budget on serials. It is also probable that aca-

demic libraries spend more money per title than other kinds

orlibraries (excluding certain.special and medical librar-

ies) 'because of the cost Of research oriented materials to

which they subscribe. Foreign language materials and techni-
-

cal journals are tore-Coatly than.the.generally popular

titles purchased by public lthraries. By considering these

probabilities, it was decided that academic libraries would

provide the best sample group for this study because they

spend.more.on serials and own more serials than other types

of libraries. .

; T6 keep the size of this study manageable, the choice

for participants was limited not only eo academic libraries,

but to those which Were located in Missouri.. This group pro-

vided diversity since it included bothTarge and small li-

braries throughout the state, providing the library sub-

scribed to at least 400 or more active titles. Included in



this group were the University and its branches, five:state

universicies and three private universities. .Private and

state colleges made up the remainder,of the sample group.

Surveys requesting information on serial cancellation poli-

cies and procedures were mailed in November, 1980. A total

of 33 surveys were thailed.

Librasy statistics concerning collection size were

gathered from the yearly Directory of Missouri Libraries. By

comparing statistics'in the Directory from 1975/76 to 1978/79,

it was pOssible to determine the growth or shrinkage of a

library's periodical collection. The libraries being.studied

were categorized into three groups:

Group A -- those libraries whose collection had

dwindled and had apparently practiced

deselection;

Group B -- those libraries which had little fluct-

uation in the iffimber of active titles but

which might have practiced deselection;

Group C -- those libraries which had increased their

active titles and had probably no.t prac-

ticed deselection.

These groups were used in compiling the results of the survey.

The survey consisted of five questions, two of which had

several parts. Participants were encouraged to write more

extensively if they chose to do so. (See Appendixes A B and

C.) To determine the extent of cancellation programs



practiced in the-sample group, a question concerning formally

Apcumented policies headed the questionnaire. It was assumed

that a formal written policy indicated recognition of the

problem. This assumption did not preclude the possibility

that libraries without written policies were also 'cognizant

of the'problem.

Participants without formally documented policies were

next asked to,answer a series of questions cOncerning their

informal policies. Ia this area, respondents were instructed

,to describe their library's process of deselection indicating

who made decisions, what procedures, if.any, were followed,

d on what evidence decisions were based.

The third area of the questionnaire was designed to re-
,

veal what types of-Materials were cancelled and if different

types materials were treated in different fashions. The

final potion of the questionnaire asked respondents to

assess the'effects of serial deselection on the collection

and services\of their library. This-was a subjective ques-

ticin unlike the first four, and results of this question

may be biased.. None of the respondents were asked to iden-

tify themselves, keepihg their answers confidential. Par-

ticip'ants were given\pne month to complete the questionnaire

and return it.

%FINDINGS
' I

The survey used in this study was mailed to 33



libraries, 17 of which responded, resUlting in a 57% return.

To accurately reflect the results of the survey, it will be

necessary to analyze each questio separately. Remarks from

participants will be included within each question's

analysis.

As stated eatlieri the survey opened with a question

concerning serial cancellation policies. Of the 17 respon-.

dents, nine answered affirmatively (53%). Table 1 indicates

that those academic libraries responding to the Survey are

beginning to recognize and formalize poll-cies-relating to the

Process of identifying those titles which are/likely candi-_

dates for cancellation.

The next portion of the survey was designed to determine
,

what procedures were follOwed by libraries without formal

. policies, and to determine what evidence and persons were in-:

volven decision making. Answers came in descriptive form/.

and cannot be broken into specific categories. Question_

three contained four'parts which-will,be discussed simultan-

eously. (See Appendixes A, B and"C.)

I Nearly all of the respondents indicated that cance11-0
atiqn.procedures began in the library with librarians making

initial decisions. In some cases, librarians formed com-

mititees eo review titles as subscription renewal time

approached._ Atseven of the institutions, taculty were in-

volved in the first phases of deselection. Only one insti-
,

tution reported that faCulty had complete control.of the

5 2



TABLE I. . TYPES OF DESELECTION pouciEs

GROUP Na.,Sent No. Returned

11"

18

33

10

3

17

Formal
Polic

0,

1

Informal
.Polic

No
Polic

2

1

,53



deselection.process. The type of librarian responsible for

deselection varied and included several reference and subject

librarians, twdserial librarians and-one library director.

Students were involved in deselection indirectly or not at

all. Only one,library reported having a deselection com-

mittee which included members of the student body. Several

libraries posted signs indicating that a title might be can-

celled. The most common method of deselection-began when the

librarian reviewed titles and attempted to ideritify candi-

dates for cancellation. It is evident that perceived lack of
-

use is the most common way oE choosing deselection candidates.

'Although a few libraries reported systematic methods which

were used to determine usage, most reported that usage was

determined subjectively by the libra , and sometimes by a

faculty dember in whose subject area the item was included.

Not surprisingly, libraries which had informal (undocumented)

deselection policies w re able to describe,their criteria for

tancelling titles more thoroughly than libraries having no

policy at all. Systematic usage studies, or determination of

use in any way, was the prime reason for retaining or can-

celling titles. Nearly every respondent listed usage, or

lack of usage, as the.major factor when considering possible

cancellations. Other factors mentioned repeatedly as-evi-.

dence supporting cancellation incIuded,-in order of fre-

quency, high cost and/or lack of indexing, little relevance

to the institution's curriculum, availability in ether local

54



libraries; and languageof. the item. Most libraries having
\

some kind of deselection policy based their decisions on many

factors, often.including dome or all of those listed above
-

Libraries without any policies too frequently based this d

cision entirely on use or cost.

At this point,, it is necessary to define usage studies

as they apply to this investigation. Respondents used this

phrase to indiCate that-their decisions were sometimes based on

the amount-of use a particular title received. As stated

earlier,_this.use wasoften perceiied rather. than'systemat-

ically determined. .While some libraries may be small enough

to.estimate the amount of use a title receives:librarians

managing larger collections are not able to accurately esti-
.

mate usage without more systematic and objective measures.

Since serials often do not circulate, it is difficult to know

how much they are actually used. Respondents to this study

had a yariety of ways to determine use. Although the major-.,

ity ferYion perceived use,cne library developed a cost/use

formula wherein titles. circulated or used in-house less thanP

five times per year became candidates for cancellation.

-U$age 4.ata was based on circulation records in this case.

Another library which.had closed journal stacks determined

the use of a title by keeping statistics on,request for each

particular title.. 'With thismethod, "lie'library. was able to
-

maintain statistiO$ on allbut current issues of any title.,

-It should be noted that both of these methods Were used in



libraries with informal deselection policies. It is probable

that both have practiced deselection. However, since most

libraries are not equipped with closed journal stacks and

many do not allow, unbound issues to circulate, it 'is diffi-
,

cult to. meaSure usage. Other factors (indexing, local avail-

ability,curriculum,'language) need consideration in order to'

make sound deselection decisions. Approximately half of the

respondents indicated consideration of factors other, than

cost and use, with'most citing lack of indexing in major in-
,

dexing tools, and many citing lack 'of relevance to the cur-

riculum.

The fourth area of the sUrvey was designed to reveal.

what types of material were chosen for deselection, such as

items in a particular subject area, 'published in a foreign

language or of a popular nature. Respondents indicated that

popular periodicals readily, available elsewhere, or highly

specialized, costly journals were the first items to be con-

sidered for cancellation. Several respondents stated that'

particular types of materials were given no special consider-
.

ation or treatment, indicating that every item was subject to 's

the same analysis. Although some libraries reported giving

priority to particular subject areas and specialities, th

ilajority seem to cancel low use, eithemeral and pol.'ular-titles

regardless* of the subject area.they represent. This.misht be

regarded as a healthy sign, assuring users that.items in one

Subject area are not being arbitrarily cancelled.



The final portion of the survey was a subjective question

asking librarians tO:assessthe effect of deselection on their

library's.collection and servies. . Although this question

-does not 31-ovide concrete evidence, it gives an indication of .

the feelings among librarians who have practiced deselection.

Five of the respondents felt that cancellations have had a

positive effect on collection and services. COmments implied

that "deadwood!' was being replaced by useful titles and that

faculty have since been careful in.choosing new titles. Six

librarians remained neutral concerning cancellations, and six

were unable to determine the effects of cancellations. Many

of those who reported the effects as neutral, or did not- know

,thp effects, have only cancelled recently or halle cancelle-

very little. Several commented that they 'were now more

cautioas when ordering new titles and attempted to cancel

only those titles owned by a neighboring library. The most

encouraging eyidence was the lack of negative response. No

librarians reported negative effects resulting from deselec-

tion.

CONCLUSION

The primary objective of this study was to identify the

methods.of deselection used in Missouri's academic li raries

and to determine:Whowas responsible fOr taking cancellatin

deciPions. The overall goal was:to determine how.widespread-

serial.c4ncellation programp haVe become and to estimate the.

9.7
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effects these progtams have had on the library.. community.

The results of this atudy indicate that 60% of the re-.

spondenta:-have a formal orinformal deselection pOlicy.and

the remaining 40% without/policies practiOe deselection in-

frequently. Only one library reported having a formal policy.

Forty-one percent of the libraries reported that faculty have

some input in the deselection process and nearly all reported
,

that librarians initiate cancellations.
Eighty-two percent

of the respondents based patt of their cancellation decisions

on usage, and some on usage alone. Other factors these li-

brarians listed as points to consider when cancelling serial

titles included cost, lack of indexing, relevance to their

institution's curriculum,
availability in other-libraries,

and.language.
Types of material which were cancelled most

readily were popular magazines and highly specialized and

'costly journals Most librarians
reported that no prefer-

ential treatment was given to particular bodies of material.

Thirty percent of the librarians felt that deselection had a

. positive effect on their collection and services, 35% remained

neutral and 35% were unable to make any evaluation. No li-

brarians noticed negative effects from cancellations.

These statistics illuminate the problem of serial dese-

lection in academic libraries in Missouri. -gajor steps are

being taken by Many librarians to make deselection as effi-

cient and painless as possible. Others are only beginning new

deselection.programs.
BY developing systematic methods to
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determine the value of a title, librarians will be able to'

make sound decisiOns without damaging collections or ser---

vices. These systematic methodg should include consider-

ation of relevance to the institution's curriculum,vhere

the title is indexed, how much the title costs in relation

to use and-how much use the title receives. Faculty members

should be consulted also as they are able to measure the

needs of their departments best. By combining systematic

methods and faculty input, the librarian will be able to

approach deselection rationally and regularly.

LIMITATIONS OF.THIS STUDY; IMPLICATION FOR FURTHER.RESEARCH

It is doubtful that there is one method of serial can-

cellation which would work efficiently in all of the librar-

ies included in this study. This research was not designed

to accomplish that task. This study reveals, however, that_

there are numerous methods of approaching cancellation,,evet

if some are less than scientific.
. The most important find-

ings reveal an awarenesg among participants that deselection

decisions are becoming a regular functton of serials librar-

ians and subject librarians.

This study does not attempt, to reveal the cancellation

procedures whiCh occur within each partiCipating library; but

it does reveal the current status of cancellation acttvities

in academic libraries throughout the State of Missouri. Re-

gearch into the "individual llbraries' programs would reveal

59
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more specifically how librarians cope with decision making,

faculty input and selection of materials to be cancelled. The
4

University of Missouri libraries would provide an excellent

subject for such an undertaking because of the extensive col-

lection and large budget involved.

A possible continuation of this researCh would be in the
_

study of consortium or nework -activities in the state. Re-

source sharing between metropolitan colleges and univeriities

would greatly, ease the financial strain placed on those insti-'

tutions. Development of serial sharing networks such as

those initiated by NEOMAL could save participating members

thousands of dqllars8.
,

This resedrch .indicates a need for formally documented

deselection policies, particularly for libraries with large

,serial collections and sizable budgets. Many libraries have

selection policies and should consider developing deselection/

policies as well. Libraries run the risk of haphazard and

painful decision making if deselection is approached without

guidelines and preparation.

The results of this study only touch the surface Of can-

cellation projects practiced within the State of Missouri.

It was designed to do only that, but with the hope that li-

,brarians will find it a stimulus for development of sound

deselection practices and for furthering research into

efficient ways of handling deselection.



Appendix A ,

. In reviewing your library's annual statistics for the
past four years, it appears that your serials collection
has decreased in size. 'Does your library have any type
of policy concerning serial cancellation?

no

2. If'you answered yes to,the above queStion, is that policy
formally'documented?

yea 'no

3. If you do not have a formal,policy,,pleaae respond to-the
follOwing.questional

a. What prOcedures doea yoUr library use_for cancell-,
.ational Please explain..

b. On what evidence do you base cancellation decisions?

c. What people are responslble for making deselection
decisions?

d. Are other persons involved in making these decisions?
If yes, in what capacity?

4. a. there a particular type of material which is
hosen for cancellation?

b. Are different types of materials treated in a
different way?

5. Has the effect of these cancellations on the collection
and services been:
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Explain:

a. positive
b. negative
c. neutral
d. don't know

Please return by December 10.



Appendix B

In reviewing your library's annual statistics, it appears
that your serials collection has remained approximately
'the same size during the past four years. Has your, li-
brary developed any type of cancellations policy?'

yes ho

2. If you anaWered yea to the above question, is that.polidy
formally documented?

yes no

If you do not have a formal policy, please respond to the
following questions:

a. What procedure 'does your library use for cancell-
ations? Please explain.

b. On what evidence do you base cancellation decisioas?

c. What people are responsible for making deselection
decisions?

d. Are other persons involved in making these decisions?
If yes,.in what capacity?

-4. -I-ear there a particular type of material which is chosen
for cancellation?

b. Are differett types of M'aterials treated in a
ifferent way?

. Has the effect of these cancellations on the collection
and services been:

63



a. positive
b, negative
C. neutral
d. don't know

Explain:

Please return by December. 10.

57.
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.A:ST7IALSDESELECTION Y,FTTTOD.'

'Roy S. Barnard.-

Calvin T..Pyan_Library

Kearney.. Stata.-College

Kearney, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

IA planning for.an anticipated reduction to our nerioAicals budget, we
. ,

relie&on the judgement of both the academie departments and the libra=

rians, Departillents nominated periodicals to bediscontinued from A

list:of.periodicals.in theirsubject area. The serials section comPuted

.a scare for each library'and:general neriodical. Pankings resulted-from.

theee scores. . The Serials Review.Groun reviewed therebUttais Submitted

by-the staff tO periodicals appearing on these rankings that they,did not

wish discontinued. Lists of all itetS proPosed for reduction, suhmitt,ed

by both the denartments.and the library, were circulated for review.

.Serials librarians don't like to discontnue subscrIptions. nften,

however, it is somethin we Are forced to do for one of two reasons:

.the lack of money'availnble ta purchase neW library materiais'-and the

ever.intreasing portion of the budget taken up by seriaIs'to keen.existing-,

subscriptions in effect.-

I am Convinced that there fs no goed way to reduce serials. Uhat T
_

will describe is mhat we have- been doing at 7:earneY State this year in

an effort.to make as good a decision as nossible on periodical titles we

may be forced to eliminate.



Kearney State College's Calvin T. Ryan Library built un its periodical

collection to well over 2000 title by 1975. Until then, the monogranh

budget haA exceeded the serials budget. In 1676-77, the serials budget

pulled ahead of the monograph budget and has consistently remained in

this position since then. For the. current budget year our library budget

is divided nearly two-thirds (65.5) serials to one-third books. Vavitig

to reduce periodicals was not a new experience for me, as in .the 1979

and 1980 budget years'we had discontinued some 391 subscriptions, in an'

effort to stay within4the bUdget guidelineswe had been assigned.

Right now we carry 1871 periodical titles. 1702 of these_fall wIth-

in subject areas that are directly-telated'to one or more of the academic

departments atl Kearney State. Departments Use these titles for course

work they assign, faculty haye a particular interest inthem and oftentimes

a partiCular faculty member has ordered the periodiCal for the library

With the approval of the denartment head concerned.

The remaining 169 periodicals.are general interest periodicals or are

on library oriented sUbjects and 'subscribed to because they-are-neriodicals.

:,.that are: indeXed by.Pdader's Cuide. to Periodical.Literature, an index.,

that we try to hold most of the titles in; that librariarR khow students'
.

use heavily; that support the Educational ,Yedia program or are titles

,used by librarians to keep current.-

During the 1931 budget year we did nOt reduce the number of subscrintions.

It became obvioUS to us in July, 1931, as we started tile new hudget year;

in view of the ominous rumblings that were emanating from Lincoln, that

we would not get a favorable budget for the 1932-83 budget year andthat

we would have to reduce the number of neriodicals that 4puld go int'(!i effect.
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at the start of calendar year 1933. We arrived at this conclusion after

seeing the steady inCrease-in'the cost of periodicals and-realized that

out ever increasing serials budget was allowing otir library to buy.fewer

and fewer books. AS-a,result, our growth:rate was closer to 2% than,the

5% standard.

Our first step was Zo hold the 'number of new subscriptions to a mini-.

mum. We did this, by informing the faculty that for each new subscription

they wished to begin, they must cancel an equivalent dollar amount of an
A

existing subscription. This has worked fairly well in keeping the number

of new subscriptions to a, minimum.

Procedure

When we discussed our fears with the administration,of the college,

we wereitold that they did not foresee having to reduce our budget. They

further told us that,in an event that this had to-be done', we should plan

on a '5% and a 10% reduction as' well as the 13..7% reduction- (13.77 was

the amount-we predicted inflation would b ). This meant that we needed

.,t0 plan for three possibilities: a 5%, 1OZ'and 13.7% reduction:

.

.Although calendar year 1983 seemed.like a long, way off, there were

two reasons for us to act quickly. In order to get the b40,reac on the
.

service charge that we pay,our vendor, we prepay our subscriptionS

July 15th of the year preceeding the-date they start. Also, faculty cren-

erally are not available for consultation on,lihrary matters-during the

.summer Months Practically, this meant that'we needed'to fini-sh our

planning by nay 6th, the last daV of this Serdester.

Severalrelated problems compoUnded the headaehe.. raculty are very

touchy uhen periodical subscriptions theV Order are discontinued. Also,

63
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acdreditation requirements exist that specify that the library must

carry'certain periodical titles in order for the department to be accre-

dited. Also, many faculty members receive grants to do research hecause

the library, has.current and past subsCriptions which will sunport their

efforts. Also, reference librarianS are.oftentimes, tore aware-Ehamr'the

faculty of general periodicals that students use to fulfill Reneral.

--VassignmentS such as English:114n'ers and speeches,. These are normaljy-,

-\ .

arrived at through Reader'S Guide citations. Thus it nrobablV would

always be necessary for the libraryto continUe to subscribe tO certain,:

titles which librarians recognized'as- being heavry used that, iff the

department's 8pinien, had little value.

Our approach to the problem was to-involve s many peonle as 'nOsSible

in the decision. '7.4e-feltIthat in the earlier reductions,n t enough Commu--

nication had gote on concerning the titles-wemere_prenosing-to reduce.
-\\

ThiS had Meant that .we.werecontinually,justOVing why titlea were discon-

_.tinued to faculty members who always seemed to just he discover-ing:this

_

-------

....-

To hec-in the-?-n-rOcess ve sent a letter on JanuarV 9t11,--to,'each:dena e
...-- .

--
-

.-

------,--
It a,sked that the aepartments nominate titles_for---thanned reduction;A,

,.......-

i

'

.

..------7_'- -.---- .

W4h the letter,, Tie includodalTst o E- net:iodiCals falling within that

departn-driiIrs subject area. On the list A.Te Pencilled in thelatest nrice

of each neriodical and p4;aced a total 41t the bottom of the list.. 7e, then

:coMPuted-57, 107, and 13.7 of ts otal and nlaced/these ftgures On the

list'. These represented the targets that each denartment Would adjust to.

The departments were aiked to resnond by the 15th of February.
e

G.,a.,tra



We felt that-the timing of the correspondence WAS critical as we

wanted the deparments' ress5onses baCk in time tp analyze them and to

diplomatically prod those who were delinquent in submitting tbem.

What we then aanned to do was to nrepare a consolidated list of all
, -

the periodicals that the departments and the library nominated and circulate

this list to All Concerned.° This would,.we hoped, afford other denArtments

an opportUnity to rebut periodicals- that anpther department had recommended
P

be discontinued.

Xelated problems

This cOmmunicationrocess was'necessary as we realited that,assigning

periodicals_to a departMent is a debatable process. To illustrate, the:-

Psychology Department-orders the PeriodiCal Psychobiology, thea-at-sbme

later time decides that because of:budgetary pfeSsures_it-shbUid be elimi-
--

nated., Meanwhile the-RiolOgy Departmenf-alscovers the periodical, begins,

I

,using it a,r1thear course work, and relally objects when PsychologY plans to.-

d.isContinue it.

Another inherent problem in-the lhole reduction procesS is that what-

ever you decide to reduce, you will ofend sOmebody. Each neriodical seems

to have its own chamnion and even librarians can be offended when one suo.-

gests that their favprite readily, fare is not suitable for the shelves.

Paculty members, T'Ausnect, often regard khe subscrintion bv the library,

to periodicals they are interested in as a\"fringe benefit" that was an

implicit part of the .19reement arrived at w, en the instftution bired them.

.The whole problem of Objectivity and personal interests become's

fUrther complicated when One begins to*try to \decide which periodical has
\

less value, one that one reads and consulta frequently or one in a subject

area that one is kess interested in.
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n closer to 'ft-me, serials librarians hate to cut_ subsdrintinns.

You feel E you were-hired to manage a serials collection of a given

size and in reducing the size of the serials collection Amu bring un the

painful question of the necessity of retaining your lob. But away from

paranoia, the greatest reason that the serials.librarian-hates to cut

periodicals is that no matter how the decision is spread out, one realizes

that sooner or later you, the serialS.librarian, T5ill be asked-,--"I'Thv`did

you decide to cut my favorite periodical--r- Somehothis--:pUestion always

sdemS.to comerwhenYour memory lsTet itS...1,Trst -and-usually
, to.be truth-

.

-

ful, you can't even_remember whether the library ever subscribed to the

-title: Muc':'il-le-sS whether you decide() to discontinue it. It is like a

band grenade that has.been lost in a field you walk in. vou know that

soonenor later you will sten on i .

A related problem which comes up in discussing items to discontinue

is ihe role of academic libraries in,procuring material purely for the,

enjoyment readinfr of patrons. To illustrate, in the budget.cut of two

years ago we decided to discontinue Playboy'. Ile felt that-this. was a logi-

cal choice as in deleting this. periodical we not only.eliminated a oostly

periodical which - as we saw if - would, .have little impact on the Curriculum,

-but it was.a publication that catised a hig circulation problem. As.a matter

of fact, the onlyway we could even partially.keen it was to place it on

4
reserve. Supportets.of Playboy atgue that PlaYboy has serious,articles

which often appear amongst te centerfolds. For eXample, PlaybWs study

oE presidential assasinations is considered,to be unequalled and we teach .

a,course on this topic at Kearney State. Some would sav that by diScon-

tinuing,Playboy, the serials librarian singlehandedly and with malice,
.
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prevented the serious reader from access to these illuminating and revealing

educational'items

Yet another asnect is the periodicals a_coIle-$f-e7Iibrary shoUld carry:
---

to support very generaI--tyPe courses---Thlie courses are deslgned to develon

--cottifinications--skilIsand generally leave it up to the student to chpose

what-he-ot elle wants to write or sneak about. The number of neriodicalS

which could logically support this kind of course are endless. We hav

made the decision to try to carry materials indexed in Reader's Cuide as

we 'know that students use this material constantly. nftentimes, departments

don't recognize that this eype of literature is as important as it is to

the student.

Serials Review Group

Yith all these variables, we realized that we needed a review process,

no matter what procedure was used. Fortunately, earlier in the year a

Serials Review Group had been organized. Its purnose was to review new

titlesto be ordered, to review-those to be discontinued and to involve

the two referende librarians more in serialS deciAions, as they are the

librarians that are in closest contact with our users.

The Serials Review Group iS made up of four meMbers, the two reference

librarians, the Director of Technical Services and myself. I convene the

meetings which are held at least on a monthly'basis and report on the meetings

to the Director of the Library. This groun.acted as a forum for reviei.,ing

the rebuttals submitted by the staff to the Reneral and library oriented

periodicals which w!re deselected as a result of the scoring exercise I

shall describe, helped formulate the procedures which we followed, and in

one case .actuallv selected the items for a department that left the decisibn

of which periodicals'they-watild-
discontinueun'to the lihrary.,
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Iji stnrting our process we searched Lihrary Literature for a model

to follcri. The information we-came up with was not exten l
sive.- California

. _

State TTniversity at Domingues frills had scored their journals and

decided:to modify' and adopt their nrecedures to fit Out situation.'

Scoring takes a lot of time, and'it wa s. impractical to consider.scoring

all of our journals. Mtat we decided to do was to score:only the library

oriented journals and petiodicals of a general nature. Pe bad 169 of

these. ..ost of them were periodicals, but, SoMe wete.indexes and-services.

In scoring them we used three factors: subscription price,-indexes and

abstracts that carried the periodical and the judgeme of the lihrnry staff. ,

For the scoting, the seriels department ass ned 25Z of the score

for each periodical title based on the subscription price.. This appeared

to be.a simple matter. Tle would just use the.nrice quoted for each nerio-

dical as listed in the annual article appearing in Library-Journal, the

last ',)y Torman ,.. Brown and Jan. Phillins..entitled,, Thrice inde7tes for

1981."' It normally anpears in the July issue.

The first problem became apnarent at this stage. Indexes and abstracts-

were included in the 169.and since the cost o these was- Tar greater than.

. the average coSt of a periodical we.had to use two scales for assigning.

Points based on price. For periodicals, those-haVing an annual nrice 'of

under 00 were given maxAti-im et-edit or the full 25Z while those with a

subscription price of oyer.$30 were given no points-for this portion of

'their score. For- indexes and abstracts, those with a $'00 'or below Price

-were given full credit with those ovetg$1000 being given no credit,

_

Again, we needed to use two scales fot piice because of the -wide variation
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betWeen the 'average price of a periodical, $39.13iAnd that of a'Wilson

index, 000.58.

The teference department assigned the points for.the second factor,

index coverage. .It also counted. 257 of-the total scote that each perio-

dical received. These points were assigned based on the inclusion,er
.

exclusion:of the periodica in .either of-the.two-indexes which we. felt

.best covered-this 'general and library oriented literature, 7eader's CuidA

to Periodical Literature and Library Literature.

For.indexes themselves, weused the .reCommendation that they be.

included in an Academic library's holdings as stated in an:, one of three

reference sources:. Evan Ira Farber's, Classified-list of periodicels for

'the Co11e7d- Library, Eugene Shelly.'s,.cuide to reference books, Or A. J.

Walford's, Concise guide tO teference materials. Indexes which were not

favorably mentioned.or omitted by these sources received a n scote while

.those recommended byiany on& of the three earned- the full 257. The. referenCe

department determined this and.Ckrhished serials with_this--..portion of the

score.

Thus.50% of each serial's score came from the serials and reference

'depaitMen't input. The remaining.507. came from the average df the Score

that eaehlibrarian assigned each periodical based on their judgement of

the Worth of each perI iodical to the College's curriculum, Each librarian

assigned a score to those of the 169 general and library .oriented perio-.

dicals that they were familiar with. In the event Ehey omitted scoring 'a
-7)

petiodical for some reason, they wire not included in the averaging dOne

for that periodical. We computed the average 2 score that the librarians

assigned each periodical and this was worth the other 5n7 of the score.

7,1
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This combined with the scores assigned.by serials and reference became
,

-the periodical's score.

After the periodicals wereScored they were arranged in ranked order

from lowest score to ,highest score. The easiest weli to do this was 'to

first writedown the titles And scores of all thosefalling in the 20730

range,then rank these titles working from the lowest and then proceea

.to the 30-40.range and do the Same thing. ,I,Te added to odr ranking list a

cumulative price total. This was useful as in preparing periodical lists..

for potential reduction', you never know whether you will be.giVen a. per

centageemount or a dollar- amount to ddjuat to.

.7ext we circulated the list of periodicals, that the scores showed

were candidates for elimination to'the professional staff for comment,

'The accOmpanying instructions asked them to. forwara any rebuttals they

had to eliminating the.periodicals on the list to the Serials Review Crimp.
,

The (lroup received'rebuttals to five of the periodicals on the list.3 The

Group.accepted ell of the,rebuttalS With the exception of One 4 and removed

the..remaining four from the list of titles we were considering eliminating.

Accepting these four rebuttals meant that'We had to go'into the ranking

list further to get replacement periodi-cals of en 'eattiyalent monetaty value

..tofthe four we had removed. The Serials:Review Group made these judgements;/

but the rankings and the cUmulative price totals made the mechaniCal action

quite painless As we, Went further into the.list, we fOund that we 'needed

to.pay close attention to the impact that the deletion.of a.title would have

on our ability to providethe level of tervice'that we had in the past.

The periddicals-on the final list we decided on ranged in score from e'low

'of 25 to 4 high of $1.5.
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Denartmental Periodicals -r

With the.library and general periodicals scored, we:felt As though

the bulk of the Work was over.. Pur smugness eVapprated when'we received

Ehe departmental nominations. The departments complied with.our instructIens

.and cut the periodicals on'their subject lists by 5%, mi and,13.7% as-we

had reqUested. TJe had anticipated that departments would drpn Periodicals

that other departmentS needed, but we had-no,idea oE the. extent.that

would' be done.

To'allow for the overian between denartments and,for one department

dropping a. periodical depended-upon- '.;y another denartMent, we'eirculated'

a list to all departments indicating the Periodicals thateach department,

had nominated for elimination. Whae we had not anticipated. ,as that denart-

ments wouldnOminate periodicals from their list 'Of titles to he dropped

which seemed 'to us to be essential to the operation Of the library. For

example, Pur 'Iursing Department sAid that we could dPscontinue Lancet and.

the )7ew England Journal of ''edicine. They.reasoned thatthey did not want

0
their students using these purely medical journals for nursing research.

,

Since librarians could not agree with depriving the ntrsi students, pre-__

medical students, physical-therapy students, anatomy students and the

general library patrons of subscrintions like these Which we kneW were

heavily used and dePended upon,we could not agree tOA:hese subscrintions

being discontinUed. '7e honed that when we circulated te lists, departments

.would ask for obvious titles such as the two mentioned'above,to be trans-

ferred to their lists.. If they didn't do this, we realized that we woulds, _

need to place them on.the lihrarv list. To insure that no titles that the

library should. have were discontinued, we nlanned for the 5erials'review

Croup to review the'final list after.the departments,had returned them.
cl



The department rebuttals are due ')ac'c today, the 15til'of April.. '.1e.are

also considering meeting with department-heads that have nominated titles

that we Feel 'should be retained.

Timing of a process like this is Critical as a large nart of the

faculty is not available during the summer months.. We anticinated that

the process would take an entire semester.- The letter we sent out aslAng

dePartmentA for deselection nominations vas Oated on the 15th of Fe'lruary.

1e actually had heard from all of the departments by the 5th of 'arch.
.

All the lists from the.departments were consolidated with the library

list and this raster list was circulated to all departments qn the llth

of .:larch. Departments were asked to circulate this list to their faculty

and to inform us of any rebuttals by the 15th of.April. This gave us about

three weeks before the end of the semester. Our instructions indicated
,

. .
,

.
.

that no response- Would be taken to mean that,the department cpncurred

with the list of titles to be discontinued. If a department ohjected to

.a title thatanother depar.tment nominated, they mere asked to state

.they-objected and whether 'or not they would agree to Out the title on

_their list,' replacing one of eqUivalent dollar value which then could he

'discontinued.

This is,the procedure we.have )een carrying out this semester. There

probably are refinements and improvements which could be made to it. I am

tempted to say that Vietnam was my only previous experience in waging an

unpopular war. I am not-saying that the method just described is the per

fect method, but it is a method and it is the one we came up With, for

better or. worse. Certainly the Politics of reducing serials needs to be

watched very carefully. Having done this twice now, I am in faYor of
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involving as many people as possible in the decision. _In a year whet
. ,

the scoringhas all but vanished from the memory Of the serials librarian,

and the iratk faculty member -just discevers that the favorite4land indls-

pensafAe Aournal that he or she allegedly consults on a daily basis has

been cancelled, hopefully-the serials librarian will recall that a, nuMber

of people were involved in the. deciSion. .Although this won't make the

faculty member any happier, itMay.at leaSt serve-to blunt the attack.

1
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ABSTRACT

This paper.addresses the historical reasons.for retrospective con-

version, current reasons for,beginning a project, and Methodology for

developing one. Major reasons previ usly were reclassification of a

-collection and Mtegration of split collections into A single catalog.

Major reasons for convention currently are to. create a machine-readable

format for an automated circulation systeM, to upgrade inventory control,.

. .

and to replace deteriorating card files with a COM catalogr. SeVeral

approaches to de.,eloping a Retrospective Conversion Project will be

.considered, including shelflist conversion, purrently circulated

//

materials, and an inventory approach. The aspects of past cataloging

,practice that will be retained andlor updated in the future are explained..

as they relate to the wojecd

Retrospective conversion is the process of converting hard copy

catalog records to machinereadable form, for the purpOse pf improving

access to
.

the library resources. 1
This process has evolved from manual

correetion and revision of catalog Cards.manually to the present day

. .



building of machine-readable files for an on-line catalog. In the-ast

some libraries considered reclassification of a collection and

of branch Collections into a. single catalog as major reasons for invest-

ing in a retrospectiVe project. For the most.part these retrospective

projects were.not.automated and required a large.investment in additional

.clerical and professional library staff. Most,libraries'undertOOk these

.projects.whilemaintainini their daily level of .celialoging processing\\
.

thiswas the practice'when'reclassification-projects were inaUgurated

t University of-Utah and University of Marylandlibraries.

ga ly Projects

On Septemberj, 1966, the Marriott Library at the University of

Utahkdecided not to have a massiVe reclassification effort of the
\

entire colleotivn, but to inStitute a gradual change. Reclassification

occurred when'ever an added copy of a title Classed in Dewey was
'A

'receiVed .:(this included multi-ToluTe sets and serials)., whenever their

treatment of a mOnographic series differed from the Library of Congress

treatment, and whenever a title classed in Dewey caille into the Catalog-

ing Department.for any reason. Every Volume le,ing the.Cataloging
1

Department had to be classed in the Library of C ngreas clasaification

!.(excepting titles.for the JuVenile:and. Curriculum Collections). 2
In

May,.1970, uten the "Procedures. for Reclassification in Library of
>

Congfess ClassifiCation" were again revised at the Marriott Library.

A major objective of the project was restated: "The-reCia-seified. .

'library materials should not remain in the Cataloging.area more than'
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two working'dars. All recliasified materials must be. sent to stacks for

shelving befor 5 p.m. on Friday. No cataloger should attempt to

reclassify a book On Friday unless she thinka she can finiSh it before

5 7the same day.'

In the Spring of 1961, the staff of,the University,of Maryland

Library began to study the feasibility ofreclassificatiOn. At that

time, the library had.307;068'.volumes and was Adding an average of

20,000 volumes per year. :The library had.used Library of. Congress'cards

for 60 to 70 percent of,new titles. The-catalOging practice was to

follow-Library of Congress entry and subject headings. Because of its

length, the Dewey'Classification was a confusing notation for the more

specialized material. In July, 1963, the Cataloging Departient embarked

on the reclassification project., The Cataloging.staff handled 'newly

acquired materials and the Project Staff was responsible for material

already in the collection'. An objective of rapid book return to the

shelf at the UniverSity of Utah vas a Similar objective for 'the Unisian.

sity of Maryland Library. As-stated in their proposal: "We hope to be

able to .V.me the operation so that onlY\tventy-four hoUrt

from removal of the book from One locition.in the Stacks and its re--:

shelving in another". Included in this processing period Vas the

Xeroxing and completion of kiading on the new.card get, and the

filing of the.new cards in the pub ic ccbalog and diicarding of the

set.4,

The'objective of both libraries was to unifr their collections

under one national classification system. Thib reclassification pro-
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ject was quite expensive for both institutions. [See Table 13

The projected cost for the two year programat University of Maryland

was i177 327,00. In the two and one-half years the itaff was able.to

.send 51,964 volumes to the stacks under the new classification==one

seventh ofthe collection.. [See Table 113 These escalating costs,

required libraries to re-evaluate the need,for reclassification projects

.and ta re-examine-how-these'projects might be financed- in-the future. .

As with many other things in life, "Time waits for no man". 'This includes

libraries. ]n the seventies librarkshad to start planning for coniersion

to Machine-readable format of Card records'. Some of the major Tee:eons

were to'Support automatecLcirculation systems, upgrade inveutbry control,

and replace deteriorating card files with Computer Output Microfilm

,

(COM) catalogs.

Present Projects'

Automated circulation systems oPerate with little or no database.

With same automated circulation-systems, the database is built as books

are checked out.. An example of this method was the implementation-of.

CLSIts LIBS'100 CirCulation System installed at New York University in'

November Of 1974.- The system went on-line in October,of1975. ,"The LIBS

100 is au 'inventory'..system, bibliographic information for circulating

books need to be entered only once. Theeystem will'retain .in its

memory data for every book that has circulated. Also, information

'about different copies of the same,title is simply attached to one

bibliographic record; author and title data.need not be entered anew
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Table I'

Estimated Cork:of 2 Year Reclassification-.

Project at.UniversitY of.Maryland
' 2

1st year (798,400 cards)

(
Xerox rental $ 7,286.00"

209.01
Drum ieplacement , 95.00'

Card stock '4,151.68
- Personnel .73,621.00 *

year (813,397 cards)

Xerok rental 7;417.22
Supplies 14 215..26
Drum replateMent 93.00

Card stock '' 4,229.68
-Personnel . ,78,007.00

TOtal cost 2 year-Period
_

$85,362.69.v

89,964.16 7

$175,326.85
1

* Personnel figures on all charts are based on the original
estimate of 22 peoge fot thet*Oyear operation.

z

Association of ReSearch Libraries. Systems and Protedures
Exchange Center. -iteclassificatTion Sur.v_Lze Results, Kit 16
(Washington: The Center, 1975), p. C197.



1963/63

1964/65

1965/66
/

Table II

University.of.Marylaud

Reclassification BUdget

AMOUNT UNIT COST

PER TITLE PER VOLUME

31,000 4.59 1.90

41,000 4.41 2.02
, .

52,700 5.77 1.97

TOTAL $124,700

Source:

'or

William E. Connors, "Reclassification at the UniversitY of
Maryland," Library Resources and Technical Services, 11,
no.2 (Spring, 1967)7139751%
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N

for each different copy". At. NYU, the systemS librarian developed.a

method for using OCLC archival tapes to input new records into the LIBB

100. By using this method,they,were able.to reduce the amount of Staff

time neededfor conversion, reduce errors, and allow the library to go;

on-line faster. This syStem was able to achieve, through automation, a

4atabase of MARC, records and Stepid circulation system with an invent-

ory control. 5 Another reason for retrospective conversion is to re-
.

place dtteriorating cardfiles with 4 COM catalog.,

The COM catalog is 4 microforni catalog that can be generated from

machine-readable.data guch as that'recorded on the OCLC.archival tapes.6

Princeton University in 19774ielt COM catalog was the right direetion to

go after doing cost comparisons. [See Table III]. This figure illus-

irates the estimated costs based on 60,000 new titles-pkr year. The

COM catalog was substantially lesa expensive. Whether a library is con-

sider n

-Jr-

adopting a COM Catalpg.oi'an on-line=catalog, or.any other
'.

^t 'nen-card catalog, the librity staff has to decide what to.

retain in.the bibliographic record.

.The-first problem is tá identify the essentialand nonessential-

data elements. Ac the School pf Library Science at thelniveraity.nf

6vuthern-California, a'questionnairein regard to a COM Catayg -(04

diatributed to tfiree library Science classes. Tht thirteen elements

considered and the rank crder of their importanCe
?

Table'IV.

are given in

According th the survey, only 7. out of 13 itmes wereConside*d

essential to the record.' In addition, the call number was teg4rdedes'



Table. III

Cost Estimates Based on 60,m0 .New.Tities/Year

,
,

Photocomposed
book catalogue..
50 Copies-annual plus
monthlY cumulation

.

Com fiChe
catalogue.
50 Copies - annual plus
Monthly cumulation

,

1st year ,,
each additional copy

$115,000;00 (1)

150.00 (4.
4,300.00. (2)

63.00 (2) ,

,5th year $181,000.00 (1) $6,955.00. (2)
eachsAditional copy 250400 (1) 110.00 (2)

-

additional Computer costs : Computer costs
expenditures Re-education of Re-education of library clientele-

library. clientele Purchase of microform reading

.

equipment ($80.00 for a sitPle
. Ilche reader to $5,000.00 for

.._ a ROM 3). *Will require enough
readers'to avoid queuing problems.

(1) Costs include photocOmpoSition, printineand binding, based on Bell Labs
-

and NYPL data.

(2)) Based on data from the Berkeley and UCLA reports.



Table III (continued)

.

Cards

_

.

1st year .

$15,120.00 @ $ .045 per card
-each additional.copy equivalent to current

OCLC costs. (3)

5th year $15,1204* .

each addigonal copy
o

.; __

additional
,

expenditures Staff costs rcughly equivalent to 3,360 man-hours
of filing time (positions currently staffed at
SG3 plus professional time for supervision and
training). (4)

,

Sourde:

(3) COst does not include charges for using' OCLC system, e.g., terminal

maintenance, telephone line costs, record use costs, etc.

(4) Does not include card stamping and finishing work.

Association of Research.Libraries. .Systems and Procedures-Exchange'
Center. IlEnitga for the Future of the Card.Catalog, Kit 46
'(Washington:.The Center, I.97E)T7177g7

01'10



Table IV

Elements of. Questionnaire and Result

Rank order of
-impIrtance accofding

Elements considered for COM. to

1. Heading: author's name (1), tiled.

2. Titleproper ' (1) 'tied

3. State of authorship (8)

4. Edition statement (3)

(4)5. Imprint statement (as a unit)

6. Plac&of publication (9)

7. Publisher (5)

8. Date of publication (2)

9. Collation (10)

10.,Series statement (11)

U. Notes (6)

12. ISBN- (12)

13. Tracings (7)

'SOutCe:

Stalien Secasho, "A Study:of Data Elements tor the.COM Catalog,"
.Journal of Library Automation, 12 (larch 1979), p. 95796.

\ .
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an indispenable element. Their final conclusion Was that including

all:traditional elements especially in the maChine-readible catalog,

would be economically.unjustified and.functionally ineffective. 7

. .When the essential elements have been identified, there ire several

approaches 63 developing a retrospective conversion project: 1) shelf

list, 2).an inventory approach, and 3) CurrentlY cil:'!ulated materials.

A retroSpective conversion project based on'the shelflist entirely

\..is expensive and timeconsUming. One is fiterally reCatalOging:the \

entire collection, even ihough.sothe material mgy be missing from the

shelves. An inventory may be in order for those areas of the collection,

that are Most used. If material cannot be located, on the shelf and is

not checked out, then a decision has to-he made whetheritO order re-

placement copy or withdraw.the item. quch considerations mugt be

decided'before starLng the retroapective conversion project or it

will be necessary to back track for

If the project is based7on material

-,library:Will be converting-material

decisions regarding material staiug.'

that is currently checked out, the

that really is in the collec

Thecirculation depart ent can provide you.alist of,call numbers

with titles or book cardØ in call number order. The call numbers can

be matched againSt the shelflist, and the shelflist card can be flagged

fnr the project.

matiOn can be pro

Informatics, In

Toronto ibrary;

e the'shelfiSt is flagged, the shelflist infor.T.

ssed by *ARC Of Carrollion'Press, MINI MARC of

Rockville; Maryland, UTLAS\Of the University of

OCLC, etc.

whatever s needed

a

These-organizations can usuAlly supply

for the'prole t whether the Machine conlierted

8!J
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records are'for book catalog, COM catalog Or tape. The director-of
/

Division of Libr ry Automation of the University Of California selected

REMARC as the v ndor-for their retrospective prOject. Sorne of the

deciding factor were the.more than 5:milliOn Library of Congress

cataloging reco ds which were not among the'1.5million records which

LibrarY of Con ress converted to machine language under the MARC pro-.

gram. Also, t e cdof converting using OCLC was $1.76 per record in

1981. The QCL cost was ptiMarilyjn terminal operator wages; With-
/

REMARC the co t in50 -cents per hit. For thodenn OCLC It may be more

Convenient o use predent staff fer a tetrosi,ective project, especially

if.mord f nds for staff are not likely:.;

Some 'of the historical. and Current reasons fOr a retroapective.

conversion'Oroject.are given above. !')Clibrary had better determine

'as clearly as possible and before initiating a retrospective conversion

project -7 what it will dowith its ma8hine-readab1e records, and there-

fore What the best quality must be. 'Only.than can it work out the most.

efficient way of:achieving the Conversion".

For an on-line catalog that is.teplacing a card catalog, the best

quality may mean complete and-atturate-bibliographic citations-for

\student and faculty with the same access points that the card catalog

offers, plus Moi.n. Robert.D41y, cataloger at Ramapo Collee Library

of New Jersey Stressed from past experience that to achieve quality

there must be a way tonionitor.the i'roject. First, a procedure manual,

, which Will probably be in draft form most of its 1:Ife, is essential.

This, manual will become a teaching teel for the person at the terminal.
J .
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At all times the terminal operator'must know what constitutes at

"acceptable record". Second is training. Using existing staff in the

technical services department utilized-pertens already familiar with
_

catalog cards. If new employees are hired for the project, they should

be given.some experience in card filing, since they have to,know what a

catalog card is before they can successfully convert it into.something

else. Third is feedback. During the initial training period; the

trainee woUld put all'entries intb the SAVE file.for a second person to

revise.10 This helps to identify procedures which lack clarity and

what new problems have deyeloped. Some problems that may develop with

current retrospective conversion projects are the Library of Congress

flip* of the name authority file which was applied to OCLC Database.

There have been many changes in'corporate,authors in the series entries.

,If the library has an established Series Authority File (SAF) each

series would have to'be checked, before the record,be updated. The

University of Nebraska at Omaha Library has handled many changes in the

card catalog with "see" and ."see.also" references. This approach would

not work on-line duritg the updating process. In the cataloging eource
t.

field'itan.00LC.record the decision has to be made of whose fmtalog-

ing will be accepted for updating. Only Library of CongreSs copy?

Anyone s ca og ng as ong as-it-matetes1_,What'aboUt subject headings?

f The flip was OCLC converting itS,On-Lineljniot Catalog to

AACR2.form using the automated Library oftongrese.Name-Authority

records in January, 1981..
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These are queations only individual institutions can resolve. But,

-resolved they must be, before time and money can be funded for a project.

The archival or mAgnetic tape the library develops should include all

the bibliographic information wanted now and in the fUture. There is
.

always:the-possibility the'system being loaded as a database for now

may be replaced later by more sopite4 equipment and software.

Before any retrospective project begins, consider the following:

1. Why is the project necessarY?

2. What will it do for the library now and later?

3. Who will do the work, and what procedures will be

followed?

4! Where will additional funding come from?

5. When will the project begin?

In closing, a.quote:from Ken Bierman article The Future of Catalogs.

in North America is fitting: ". . in terms of the future of automated

catalogs, the Wright Brothers have just flown and it will be many years

before the supersonic transport.catalog is generally available for the

majority of libraries. AB always appeara to be the case, the best is

yet to come."
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MICROCOMPUTERS: NEW MARVEL MACHINES FOR
TODAY'S LIBRARAES

Anita I. Cook

Love Library .

University of Nebraska..- Lincoln

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

,

1

the past fya years,,the computer market has been flooded with
i .

.

-small ,-low-cost, fully functional computers, refdrred to 'as micrO-
,2

rt.

computers. How can these.new marvel machines be put to use in.ilbraries

today,.'who deal With massive amounts of data and thoe string budgets?
1

-This,paper is wrftten from a tibrarian's point orview and explores some

of the avenues available such as circutation systems, on-line catalogs,

acquisition systeMs, and reference uies while presentiAg -Some:of-the_pros-

and Cons of. the-m crOcompUter in today'stlbramenvirOnment.

The Microcom uter has come of age in the past couple of years.,

'The "micrO" merel relates to their size and not, their capabilities. A

.,microprocessor is a component in a microcomputer, and ls responsible for

.the fundamental (10 'ratrons'of logic'end'arithmetic. These operations

ire the basis of a 1 computer intelligence. Mjcroprocessors are small

witil tome l,,elng no bigger lhan an eye of a needle. They can be used in:

a'very rilde range f'Other manufactured equipment, including watches',

automobile IcnItloi systems, calculators, Microwaveovens, stereos,
/ .

videOtaps equipmen'i, TV set, and tcys. They are-intxpensiVe to'buy,

, .



particularly when purchased in quantity, and require 11,ttle eJectrIcal

power tO operate.

This papee is an attempt to explain hoW these new marve 5 tathe-
H' . .

.

,about,-includinq e brief look at tiheir present capabilitles. One needs

to keep in mind, though,
that microelectronics;s-ck-dynamicj eld withN

't-
. ,.neW'developments .being announced almost mdhthly. What ts.:p esented here

,

may very I be OUt-Of-date by next year. Special attention is. given.-
,at the end f the paper to current applications of the mic ocomputer in

libraries t day.

A BRIEF HISTORY

cnThe electronic computer has deimloped at a remarkable' speed. Table-

1 -lists the main.events. in'
,8romputer historY. The'EHIAt was the first

all-electronic computer and weighed some 30 tons It Contained more

than 18,000 vaCuum tubes,.70,000 resistors, 10;000 capaclto4, and MOO
relays., It'occupied 1,000 cubic feet and consumed about 150 kilowatt

of electricity.

The transistOr was invented in 1948, and bY 1959'had repl,aced the

vacuum tube. The then rapid progress of integrated circuits ley to the

,first microprocessors in the early 1970's. These early microprocessors

had a four-bit word size with a bit being a single binary digit. They
. ,were useful for watches or , pocket calCulatdrs,,Put

offered ,only

performance for data. processing..

Eight-bit microprocessors appeared in 1974. These were better-

suited to character manipulation, but were still not.much on cI omPutatio-

0nal aspeCis. Todaya few microcomputers are, using a,16,7bit processor,
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TABLE 1.

Two Thousand Five Hundred Years of Computing

Date

.500 B.C. Use of pebbles in grooves in a board for .counting

200 A.D. Use of the Abacus in China and Soroban in Japan

1614 Development of logarithms by John Napier

1617 Primitive slide rule (Napier's bones) developed

1642 Blaise Pascal] Introduces toothed wheels into.a
mechanical calculator

1812 Babbage s analytical engine designed

1940 Professor Howard Aiken and IBM develop "automatic
sequence controlled calculator" using mainly
electromechanical parts totalling more than 760,000

1944 ENIAC computer built using over 18,000 thermionic
valves and could.complete over 5,000 additions per

.

second

iate 1950's STRETCH computer built that could complete two
million additions per second (cost several million
dollars)

1975 Microprocessor based computer systems able to complete
over one million instructions per second at a cost of
a few hundred dollars

Source: Booham 1978.



which. has considerable more computational power and makes them comparable

to some minicomputers.

PRESENT CAPACITIES OF MICROS

AO

Present day microcomputers generally utilize a floppy disk storage.

This is a data storage medium Which uses a flexibie polyester disk.

There are two standard sizes, 8" and 5k". Onecan store anywhere from

,30K (K equals 1,024) to 1 million bytes of information per drive. A

byte is normally a group of 6 to 8 bits. The disk drive units along

with the necessary software and hardware for interfacing with the micro-

computer sell for anywhere between $300 to $15,000.

Memory size is another important aspect of the efficiency of a

micro. Memory is the number of "words" that can be stored and addressed

directly. A "word" refers to a unit of information manipulated in the

computer's basic operations and is usually expressed in bits.

Eight bit processors today have addressable internal menories of

several million bytes where just three years ago the maximum that one

could obtain was 64K. Clock rates run from 1 to 4 million hertz

(million of cycles per second), and are a major factor in determining

processing speed of the computer. The 16-bit microprocessors tend to

have much larger memories -- up to 512K bytes. Not only are their clock

rates higher (around 6 million hertz), but their basic instruction sets

are more sophisticated. This closely aligns them with the minicomputer.

The instruction set is the set of basic information processing

operations that the Central Processing Unit (CPU) is capable of handling.

This set of instructions determines the machine language of the computer.
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The larger the computer, the more sophisticated the instruction set and

the more powerful the computer becomes. Each generation of micropro-

cessors has a more extensive instruction set than the previous generation.

This growth has had a major impact on the speed of operation and the

sophistication of today's microcomputer.

The communication of data to and from the computer (referred to as

input and output or I/0), and from one computer component to another is

done via a set of connectors called a bus. Bus structures vary from

computer to.computer, but the particular structure chosen determines

the interface capability as well as helping to define performance. Most

microcomputers have a single data transfer channel while larger machines

employ parallel multi-channel input/output. Thus, data transfer tends

to be much slower on a micro. This can be an inhibitive factor for over-

all processing speed and may make it unacceptable for many library and

, bibliographic processing applications.6

SOFTWARE

There are three levels of software found in any computing system:

1. Systems'software; 2. Uti.lities; and 3. Applications programs.

The systems software includes the operating system as Jell as the

programming languages themselves. Since most micros are single-user

machines, the operating systems tend to be less complex than on a

larger machine. The languages available now are becoming mob*e varied.

You can choose from FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL, FURTH, C, APL, PL/I, and,

of course, the ever popular BASIC. The usefulness of a particuTar

language depends not only on the compiler (the interpreter which converts

99



the programming language into machine language), but also on such things

as the efficiency of code produced, speed of compilation, and diagnostic

aids. This level of performance is often lower with a microcomputer.

Utilities are standard programs to perform frequently needed tasks

such as copying a file, or sorting and merging files. Statistical.pack-

ages often fall into this category. Application programs are written

to solve specific problems or perform specific tasks. The possibilities

here are far-ranging and include everything from "space invaders" to

sophisticated word processing programs. While applications software on

a micro is inexpensive compared to a minicomputer or mainframe, it also

tends to be of mediocre quality and often poorly documented. Most of

this is due 'co the large potential market and thelimited budget of most

individual users.

LIBRARY APPLICATIONS

At this point, it is essential that one gains a clear understanding

of not only the power of microcomputers, but also their limitations.

Some aspects of library work would seem well served by these comparably

inexpensive machines. Other areas would demand more sophistication and

facilities.

Library applications for computers have largely up to now been
H

limited primarily to the "housekeeping" areas of CirCulation, cataloging,

acquistions, serials control, and some administrative management. The

reference area has, of course, been greatiy affected by the astronomical

growth of online data base services. Many libraries now are also devel-

oping their own data base systems for local use. These, though, tend

100
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to be much more than a microcomputer can handle.

Microcomputers are beginning to make a show in almost,all of the

"functional" divisions in libraries. A few of these are well documented

and are on the market today, while others are still in the development

stage. Described here are some of the applications that are currently

being utilized.

Cataloging

An online catalog system on a microcomputer would not be practical

for any DUE very small co lections. A typical catalog record would be

at least 300 characters or and even with a large dual floppy disk

system it would only be possible to store a maximum of 1;500 records of

this size. (The new 16-bit micros just announced this year have much

greater storage capacities).

The MINI-MARC system can be designed to work on some 16-bit micro-

computers, such as the Computer Automation LSI-220. It provides full

MARC bibliographic records with a data base consisting of 500 floppy

disks. These records can be displayed, modified, and stored on another

floppy to create a custom catalog. This system of abbreviated catalog

records can also be made to interface with some of the current circula-

tion systems such as the CL Systems, inc. LBS. 100 1 circulation system.

Micros are also being used to create catalog cards. A Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC, WS-81) word processor was programmed to

produce catalog cards for the Energy Economics Group of Arthur D. Littla,

Inc. This company had a small information center collection (approxi-

mately 2,000 books and 1140 serial titles) which desperately needed to
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be indexed and a catalog produced. They decided to lease the DEC, WS-81

since it was specifically designed for text editing and multiple printing.

The program altowed the cataloging elements to be entered in a

"list" format. Figure 1 showsthe arrangement of the "list" format and

how the fields were specified. The catalog data was entered .on the

formatted screen. The routine itslf allowed th atal ger to input

directly at the terminal while indexing journal r es, books, etc.

The extra title fields were-needed so that each line of the,title which

fell adjacent to a potentLal_field_in_the_calt-number-fields-would-be-

properly indented and not interfere with the call number. The final

output in card form is shown In figure 2.

After input, each record is then ready to be printed using the

pre-coded format on the size paper indicated, in this case catalog card

size. The format inst'ruction uses a Boolean logic statement: i.e.,

IF (nc) = 4 then process recora; or if you wish to only do this week's

output,. IF'( c) = 4 and (no/Yr) = 2/82 then process record: All of the

records with 4 in the (nc) field and with the week 2/82 are formed ilito

a document. Once the document is complete, the print command is applied

to make 4 copies of each record.

Circulation

An 8-bit micro is a feasible unit for circulation if borrower

populations are below 4,000 and total transactions do not go above

22,000. 16-bit micros tend to have larger storage capacities and could

possibly handle.up to three times more transactions. Still, for most

farger scale ibraries, thie, is probably inadequate..

102
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FIGURE 1

Screen Format for Card Production

FIELD NAME*

call letters
call number
call author
.call year
call volume
author
title entry
titie entry 1
title entry 2

abstract

subject headings
& tracings

week number & year
number of cards
subject code

FIELD

(cl)

(oh)

(oa)
(cyr)

(cvol)
(author)

(title)
(title 1)
(title 2)

(ab)

Ish)

(no/Yr)
(nc)

(sc)

EXAMPLE OF 6ATA ENTERED IN THE FIELD

TP
690
U8

U.S.DOE.EIA.

Determinants of refinery.plant size in the
U.S.

Springfield, Va., Oct., 1978.
60p. (00E/EIA-0102/45) (Am/EI/78-13)
Oil import program, entitlements, prickig
policy, and taxation shown to be signifi-
cant determininants.
1. Refining Industry-Economi: . 2. Refin-
ing industry-construction.
2/82
4

c

*This column does not appear on'the screen.
Sourcel Moulton 1980.
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FIGURE 2

Final Output in Card Form

TP 2/82.4 .c
680 .U.S.DOE.EIA.
u8 DeteTminants,of refinery plant size in the U.S.

Springfield, Va., Oct., 1978.

60p. (DOE/EIA-0102/45) (AM/El/78-13)

Oil import program, entitlements, pricing policy, and
taxation shown-to be significant determinants.

I1. Refining industry--Economics 2. Refining industry --
Construction

L) Source: Moulton 1980
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The Oakridge Public Library serves a population of 4,000 and has.an

annual circulation. of 17,000. 'in JUpe 1979 .they re:eived an Ohio

Scientific C2-8PDF microcomputer on a lease-purchaSe agreement, for a

total cost of under $3500. TheY chose this particular micro because

of its data base management program. !t is a single-user system, using

floppy disk storage. It only stores items that are currently checked

out at any one time,-because the.48K of memory is insufficient to store

all of their holdings.

Each item is entered manually into the computer. Even though the

manual entry into the.computer is actually slower than the previous

manual charge system, they feel that this time is balanced out by the

other capabilities of the system. ilaving the computer allows them to

immediately identify borrowers with overdue materills when they attempt

te check something out. This eliminated the often time-consuming manual

search for misfiled transaction cards. They are also able to search

for any item currently checked out by any line of its entry: due date,

borrower number, author, title, or call number, or any portion of an

entry. This allows for quick access to a list of charges for any

particular borrower. The computer also automatically compiles overdue

lists, which can be printed on an attached printer in minutes. This

particular feature is a tremendous time-saver.

Other examples include the Cincinnati Electronics Corporation who

has developed a Circulation System,using a "micromini". -It is a stand

alone system and functions much the same as the one at Oakridge. The

Nassau 6ounty (New York) Public Libraries use a 16-bit micro as a front.

Trterfate with a mainframe. The transactfons are stored on magnetic
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tape for, batch processing onto the mainframe. CTI Library Systems

Division has developed a circulation system on an Apple II Plus. It has

48K of memory and can be expanded to handle four disk drives-. Biblio-

graphic data can be stored onllne, elimitating the need to key in book

information each time as in the Oakridge system. Bar codes and light

pens can also be added for more efficient iead-ins. Otherwise, its

capabilities are similiar to the Oakridge system. Table 2 demostrates

the cost involved in purchasing an Apple II circulation system.

AcquiSitions

.Acquisitions records would most likely require a few hundred

characters of irrfcirmat-i-cartihati-ncontrast tn natalogingthe number of

transactions wo:Ad be much smallek. So, storage on a small floppy disk

seems feasible. In fact, this type of bookkeeping activity favors the

use of a computer since automatic lists of accounts tc be paid can'be

produced, and since there tends to be a high volume of input and output.

Many of the business accounting programs now being marketed with micro-

computers could easily be adapted to some of the library acquisitions

functions This was done with a Radio Shack TRS-80 system at the

Glendora'(California) Public Library. They use the micro to keep track
El

of book orders.

Reference

Local data based systems are rapidly gaini.ng popularity. REFLES

(Reference Librarian Enhancement,System) Is an line database system

ouse data files on a Radio Shack

TRS-80. The system was deVeloped at the University of California, Los

1 0 e
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TABLE 2

Apple II Circulation System Cost Sampling

EQUIPMENT* COST
s

.

Ass

Apple II rlus 48K microcomputer $1,530.00
Two Disk Drives with controller 1,300.00
12" Monitor 285.00
Apple Cat Modem 389.00
Epson MX 80 Printer ° 650.00
Light Pen 600.00

Hardware Total $4,754.00

Apple Circ System Software $3,000.00

Apple Circ System Software
and Flardware total $7,754.00,

.*Information obtalffett-from-Off-t-Vbrary-SystmsAivIllOrli Orèm,.Uta.h.
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Angeles, Graduate School of Library and jnformation Science with.an intent
,

to capture data Which is in need of frequent updating, does not exist

in,printed sources, and/or is inaccessible. The use of the microcomputer

enaoles the reference librarian to retrieve,quickly information pertinent

to a patrop's question. The system is,designed sp that each reference

rlepartment utilizing REFLES may have its own unique data base over whi,ch

it has complete control. The entire configuration sells for just under

$3,000:

The Instieute for Scientific Information (ISI) is developing a

system called PRIMATE (Personal Retrieval of information by Microcomputer

and Terminal Ensemble) which-indexes reprint collections. Each incoming'

,paper, book, report, etc. is assigned a serial number which is filed

numerically in the computer, along,mith the bibliographic description

of the item and a set of indexing terms chosen by the user. Retrieval'

-of an item is 4one by entering, the author's name or any of the indexing-

terms.

t is also possible to use microcomputers to eccinclize on online

literature searching costs, as well as increasing.the convenience of

searching and improving the quality of the Search. Savings of' search

costi of more than 50% have.been reported. Improvements of .01cro

over a terminal include the following:

(1) automatic.log-on

(2) the storage and editing of the search profile prior to
transmission

(3) the permanent storage of frequently used search profiles

automaa6 collection of statistics on systems us,ed and
charges incurred.
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The automatic log-on would allow the user to transmit his terminal

identifier, name and password by depressing only a few keys. The

.4pvtunity to store a search and edit it before transmitting at full

speed is a valuable way of cutting costs. It allows for slow input and

ample time for correction of mistakes without incurring expensive data

base costs. The ability to store a search profile locally as opposed

to on the host computer is cost efficient only if the profile would be

modified frequently. Otherwise, it might be better to store it on the

host computer and save telecommunications costs. The collection of

statistics for analyzing patterns of use or for checking accounts is

another appropriate and sought-after feature.

CONCLUSIONS

New developments in computer technology are no doubt having an

.impact on today's library, no matter the size. The comparatively

low cost of the microcomputer coupled with a high level of performance

makes itPan attractive 'possibility for even the smallest of libraries.

It is essential though that one carefully analyze the application

of the micro in one's particular situation. If you have a high Volume

N of output requiring .the use of a fast printer, or the need to access

a million characters of information simultaneously, then a larger and

faster machine would be called for. On the other hand, if your number

of transactions is.small and speed is not a major factor, then possibly

a microcomputer is indeed the ticket. The best advice that can be given

is to match your need to the available technology.

Micros are continuing to be developed with more and more power and
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expansion capabilities. At the current rate of development, micros with

the power of today's mainframes will probably be available in a few years.

These new marvels will have more sophisticated operating systems and

user-oriented software which will make them easy to use. We will certain-

ly see them playing a major role in tomorrow's libraries.
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PROBLEMS IN COMPILING A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIOVARY OF THE WARS OF THE ROSES

Robert P. Nash

McGoogan Library of Medicine

University of Nebraska Medical Center

Omaha, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

This paper examines same of the difficulties the author encoun-

tered in compiling a biographical dictionary of the Wars of the Roses.

Many of the problems involved in working with this subject are not

directly applicable to all biographical reference works. Nevertheless,

considerations such as scope and arrangement are common to all Ida,

graphical tools, and those elements that are.not can still proNide

insights into same of the processes and input required in dealang with

biographical information.

The reaaer may be wondering what the Wars of the Roses were.

Although this paper 'is not intended as a history lesson, some back-

ground information about the period will be useful. Basically, the

Wars of the Roses were a dynastic struggle fought in the latter half of

the fifteenth century, between the rival "houses" of York and

Lancaster for control of the English government. A later generation

of historians dubbed the period "The Wars of the Roses" in the

mistaken belief that a white rose and a red rose were the respective

symbols of the rival Yorkist and Lancastrian factions. Although a

white rose was indeed the badge of the Yorkists, the red rome was, in

fact, the badge of the TUdors, whose founder, Henry VII, ascended to
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the English throne at the end of the Wars of the Roses. Nonetheless,

the "Wars of the Roses" is as suitable a term as any to refer to this

chaotic period in English history. For those readers whose Shakespeare

is not too rusty, "King Henry the Sixth, Part II", "King Henry the

Sixth, Part III" and "The Tragedy of Richard III" are all set during

the Wars of the Doses.

Why were the Wars of the Roses chosen as a subject for a bio-

graphical dietionary? In studying the period, it was found that the

tangled,family_relationships_and_the_numerous_titles cd nobility of

those involved are a source of great confusion. The large number of

men in positions of responsibility who were killed during the Wars,

and their subsequent replacement, leads to only greater bewilderment.

EVen the writers of standard works on the period are found tomake

errors in dealing with it. A need was se,m therefore, for some kind

of biographical guide that would assist in eliminating some of the

confusion.

The first concern in this or any biographical tool is definition

of scope. Several factors are used in determining the scope of the

biographical dictionary being discussed. Limiting the topic geo-

graphically is one of the prime methods in this regard. An exami-

nation of the topic indicates that only events in England and Wales,

where most of the conflict occurred, are relevant, wbile occurrences in

Ireland, Scotland, and the continent can be largely excluded.

The dates of coverage are another important criteria. Nbst his-

torians cite 1455 as the beginning of the Wars of the Roses and there

is no reason to change this. The close of the conflict, however, is

113
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somewhat more difficult to discern. 1485 is most often viewed as the

end of the Wars, but an examination of the facts indicates that 1487

is a more realistic date to use.

Having outlined the topic in terms of location and time period,

it is necessary to ask exactly who should be covered. Since the work

is intended to cover the Wars of the Roses, this is not too difficult.

Coverage is limited to military and political figures, who at that time

in history were ,Isually one and the same.

When all is said and done, however, one cannot be too rigid in

defining scope. Definition of scope is necessary to outline the

general parameters of a work, but should be used only as a guideline.

TOo many exceptions are found to make a rigid interpretation feasible.

For example, Calais, although located an the continent and therefore

excluded from the geographic scope of this work, is nonetheless an

important scene of conflict during the Wars of the Roses.

A second diffionity encountered is one common to all, retraspective

biographical tools, i.e. the limitations of historical information.

One cannot, for example, call up Richard III and ask him what he was

doing on the night of 30 June 1483. Rather, one is reaced to the

oft-times frustrating situation of making use of what information has

survived, which can be very little.indeed.

The length of entry is another area of concern. In this case,

entries are quite variable in length. In the first place, there is

again the question of the limitations of historical information.

Information, afterall, cannot be included if.it doesn't exist. Even if

adequate information were available, however, it would not make sense
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to give equal treatment to every indivicbal, as many biographical tools

try to do. It would not be an accurate reflection of the facts to give

the same coverage to a simple knight as would be given to someone like

King Henry V. As a result of this variable nature of-entry length,

extra care needs to be taken in order to give as balanced a treatmett

as is possible under the circumstances. Mbst of the entries are short,N'N,

giving names, titles, birth & death dates, and which side(s) they

supported, followed by brief biographical information emphasizing

military-politica_exents_and family relationohips.

The arrangement chosen is simply alphabetical by surname except for

kings who are listed under their given names. Within the alphabetical

organization, entries are arranged chronologically.

Most of the problems encountered in this work involve dealing with

various accesS points. An examination of some examples should give an

idea of specific problems. The example below shows one of the reasons

why a biographical dictionary of the Wars of the Poses is seen as

nemssary.

PASICN , JOHN (1421-1466 )

PASTON, JOHN (1442-1479)
PASICN, JaIN (d .1503)

The first John Paston listed is the father of the second and third

Pastons. The two brothers lived at the same time; giving the same name

to offspring was apparently not that uncommon during the Middle Ages.

Needless to say, this leads to great difficulty when dealing with the

material. When an author or an historical document refers to John

Paston, which one is meant? As a way of helping to determine who is
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being referred to, and as basic biographical information, birth and

death dates are included when they can be determined. For example,

a reference to a John Paston active in 1484, would indicate that the

youngest Paston listed above was the one being discussed.

As has been previously mentioned, most problems concern access

points, particularly titles of nobility. Anyone who has studied

British history is probably aware of the interchangeability of titles

and surnames, resulting in a situation similar to the confusion of

names in a Russian novel. An attempt is made,therefore, to provide as
_

many access points as possible in order to aid in the location of a

particular person. This necessitates the use of a great number of

"see" references. It should be noted that this is very time consumin-

and realistically possible only because of the relatively small

number of entries. The various titles of nobility include lords,

viscounts, earls, marquesses, dukes, and kings and queens. The

following example shows a listing of the four Earls of Northumberland

who lived during the Wars of the Roses:

NORTHUMBERLAND, 2nd EARL OF - See PERCY, HENRY (1394-1455)
NORTHUMBERLAND, 3rd EARL OF - See PERCY, HENRY (1421-1461)
NORTHUMBERLAND, EARL OF - See NEVILLE, JOHN (c.1431-1471)
NOIMMHUMBERLAND, 4th EARL OF - See PERCY, HENRY (c.1449-1489)

These men are often referred to merely by their title, "Earl cf

Northumberland", or more simply, "Northumberland." One can, readily

see the confusion that is possible, not only because there are four

earls (The numbering system, by the way, is not generally utilized in

historical documents, thereby heightening the confusion.), but also
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because three of the four men who held the title were named Henry

Percy, being father, son., and grandson respectively. Hence, "see"

references are pcovided to readily identify the person in question.

Sometimes a title of nobility and a surname are identical:

CGIE, MEM (d.1469) , 1st IARD OGIE

In this case, no "see" reference is required because whether one is

looking under "Robert Ogle" or "Lord Ogle",-the person in question

will still be found.

There are cases, however, where a "see" reference is necessary

even though the surname and title are the same:

NEVIILE,'IORD - See NEVILLE, 'JOHN (d.1461)

In thc: above example, a "see" reference is required because there are

sixteen entries for Nevilles. Without a "see" reference specifying

which Neville was Lord Neville, the user will spend too much time

scanning entries to locate the 'Proper person.

Mbltiple titles are yet another area of difficulty:

GREY, SIR THOMAS (1455-1501), LORD FERRERS OF camy,
EARL OF.HUNTINGDON, MARQUESS OF DORSET

During the Wars of the Rose, many English noblemen held more than one

title. Thomas Grey, for inStance, was known at various points in his

life by each of the above underlined titles. It is therefore necessary

to have "see" references fraud each oi these badk to Thomas Grey.

Yet another problem relates to "styled" nobles who althaughnot
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officially granted a given title, are nevertheless rekerred to by one:

"rcesET, MARQUESS OF" - See BEAUFORT, JOHN (d.1471)

In this case, John Beaufort was qualified to bear the tile of Maxquess

of Dorset. Since he was a Lancastrian, however, and the TOrkists were

in power when he became eligible for the title, he was attainted for

tre'asOn and never officially recognized. Nevertheless, he is often

referred to in history hooks and document_ as the Marquess of Dorset.

Therefore, a "see" reference is included, although the title itself

has been placed in quotation marks to indicate that it is not an

off-Aally recognized title.

Another problem, one that is'common to biographical tools of any

type, is variant spellings of names:

TUCHET(TOUCHET), JAMES (1398?71459), LORD AUDLEY

In the above case, a "see" reference is needed from "Tbuchet" to

"Tuchet" with the alternate spelling in parentheses to alde in the

proper identification of the individual.

In same cases, however, a "see" reference is not required because

the variation in spelling is minor enough that the entry will hefound

no matter hag it is looked up. The entry below is an example of such

a case:

DACRE(S), LORD 7 See FlENNES, SIR RICHARD (71.1484)

Here, Dacre(s) is found whether it is spelled "Dacre" or "Dacres."

Foreign elements in names are also a difficulty:
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CLIFFORD, THOMAS av (1414-1455), 8th LORD CLIFFORD
SCROPEi JOHN alo (1437?-1498), LORD SCROPE OF BOLTON

In the two examples above, "de" and "le" are foreign articles which

could mislead the user. "See" references are not used to Solve this

problem, howevcr, because so many surnames contained foreign articles

in fifteenth-century England. Rather, it is more sensible to include

a prefatory note directing the user to disregard aLL foreign elements

when using the biographical dictionary. The articles are retained in

parentheses in the actual entries to assist in verification.

C:3

One -fin&l-pmblem-is-that-of-r-c7yalty:

RICHARD III (b.1452 ; r.1483 -1485)
RICHARD PLANTPLENET, DUKE OF GLOOMIER

In a majority of cases, the kings during the Wars of the,Roses were

titled noblemen before they became kings. In the example above,

Richard III was also Richard Plantagenet, and was known as the Duke

of Gloucester for many years before be became king, It is therefore

necessary to have "see" references from a king's family name as well

as from any titles that he might have held before becoming king.

This ascussion of access points and other considerations relating

tO the organization of biographical information, has taken place, in

association with a very specialized topic. Nevertheless, it is hoped

that it has been,of interest, while furnishing the reader with same

insights and information that will help in the evaluation, selection,

and use of biographical tools of all types.
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ABSTRACT
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This paper is an overview of the specialized reference

maerials available at the Nebraska State Hfitofical Society

which are especially useful to archeciagists-and-hiq-torians-

researching Nebraska and Great Plains history including such

resource materials as maps and photographs. In addition,

information will be provided about the interrelated publi-

cations and original records at the Society essential to the

local historian and genealogist with an explanation about

how a general knowledge of tliese various reference materials

can be helpful to any librarian assisting a patron doing

this type of research.

Where was Harvey City, Nebraska? When did William

Jennings Bryan visit Arkansas? Is Jane Doe a Cousin of Mari

Sandoz? Where is Signal Butte? When did great-grandfather

come to Nebraska? All of us who do reference work in the

library are familiar with the variety of reference questions

fOr which the public wants answers. Sometimes questions may

be quickly answered by locating one familiar reference, but

usually numerous references must be checked after a staff
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member ascertains exactly what information is wanted:

At the Nebraska State Historical Society Library and

Archives, our patrons research va..,:ied topics such as Old

West trails; early radio; pioneer women doctors; Indian

missiOns; opera houses; Civil War regimental histories;

steamboats; women's suffrage; and the Farmer's Alliance.

.Patrons may wish to locate photographs of .early farm equip-

ment or interiors of homes at the turn of the century; the

1900 State Fair or Omaha's Trans-Mississippi Exposition; a

Nebraska Indian chief or John G. Neihardt. Historians and

genealogists use unique manuscripts, family letters, or
4

special collections of state government records. During a

typical day we might assiica tracing the

Nebraska City-Fort Kearny Cut-Off Tr;1,1 through Hamilt%on

County, provide information about a partic lar phase in the\
development of the Union Pacific Railroad, debonstrate to a

OS

group of fifth-graders what can be learned.fom.a census

enumeration, and grant permission to a major publishing

company to publish a sod-house photograph.

The Society's Library contains approximately 70,000

volumes of monographs and serials as well as over 2,000

separately indexed maps and approximately 100,000 photo-

graphs. Its specialized collection of Nebraska and western

history ranges from several thousand archeological publi-

cations, with an emphasis on serials relating to archeology

and anthropology of the Great Plains, to priceless
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immigration pamphlets eXtolling the wonders of settling in

Nebraska. The-Society's extensive holdings of Nebraska's

published .records of territorial and state government, cm-
.

bined with the Archives Invaluable holdings of the original

. documents, cannot be equaled in any other tesearch center.

However, lit is our remarkable local history and genealogical

research materials (which include Nebraska's community news-

papers, family histories, records of organizitions, and pub-
.

lished and unpublished ,county and town histories) that have

had the most use by the public in recent years.

For the purpose of identifying our monographs, serials,

and map holdings, the Nebraska Library Commission Union Cata-

log contains a duplicate set ofiall main entry cards in the

Society's Library catalog. The Union Catalog also col,tains

the main entries of our -..aspaper collection. Approximately;

21,000 reels of Nebraska's newspapers are available ii micrp-

form format, including even small villages which had a news-

paper publisher during their formative years. A Guide To

The Newspaper Collection of the State Archives Nebraska

State Hisotrical Society published in 1977 can be purchased

as a rdference to this collection. Information-about this

collection may also be located in the Library of Congress'

Newspapers in Microform series as well As the current sales

catalog of Bell & Howell's Micro Photo Division. Although

the Bell & Howell Company sells individual reels of our

neWspapers, it often expedites ordering if we are contacted
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for specific reel numbers.

By the legislative acts of 1905 and 1969 the State

Archives was given the responsibility to preserve all public

records of historical value contained within the offices of

the state and governmental subdivisions of Nebraska. The

Archives' holdings of these records date from 1854 to present

and incltade county and municipal records and selected federal

records relating to the development of Nebraska.. In addition,.

the Manuscript Division of the Archives collects and pre-

serves business, political, religious, and personal records

of Nebraskans which reflect the insight concerning person-

alities-and events in Nebraska's historY.- The manuscript

holdings of the Society are listed in the Library of Con-

gress' National Union List of Manuscripts Collections. An-

other useful reference toOl to these collections-, with a

subject guide and a crops reference, is Nebraska State His-

torical Society, A Guide to Its Manuscript Division which

was published in 1974 by the Society.

Perhaps it would be more useful in.mentioning the

varioua types of research materials available in our library

and archives to,give examples of how they interrelate. A

researcher wishing to know more about Indians of the Great

Plains might check the Bureau of American Indian Affairs

Reports as well as the many other books on this topic. Un-

published U.S. Government records relating to this period in

Nebraska's history are available on microfilm; numerous
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photograOs of Indians of the Great Plains are available in

our photograph collection.

To further illustrate the usefulness of our research

materials, a study of one aspect of state government could

utilize both state agency publications and original records

and could cross-check-this information through our Nebraska

Newspaper and Information Index. This special card index is

a comprehensive subject index to the Lincoln Journal and

Lincoln Star newspapers and the Omaha World-Herald (Sunday

Edition) from 1950 to 1977.

For the local historian, our outstanding collection of

histories of communities in Nebraska provides both infor-

mation and clues to additional information. For example,

the mention of a particular incident in a local history may

lead a researcher to a newspaper article containing greater

details about this event. /

Knowledge of the est,IDlishment of an organization or an

institution in a communi may lead, through furaler check

ing, to published materiSls such as a special history of the

organization or annual r,eports which contain statistical in-

formation. In some cahes the original records of a particu-

lar organization can be located in our manuscript col-

/lections.

One of the best Sources of information about early

Nebraska communities is the Nebraska State Gazetteer and

Business Directory which was published nearly every two
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years from 1879 to 1917, and it is available on microfilm.

It lists businesses in practically every village, town, and

city in the state during those years and gives names of com-

munity leaders. It traces the development or decline of

these communities, thus providing background information

which cannot be found in any other source. Sanborn insur-

ance maps are available for 135 Nebraska municipalities. Al-

though the years vary, they may be very helpful when doing

research on a particular building and street. For the rural

communities, Nivel have nearly 200 landowner atlases which show

changes in the communities. A guide to our pre-1900 col-
/

,lection of maps and atlases is volume 12 of the series,

Checklist of Printed Maps of the Middle West to 1900 pub-

lished in 1981, edited by Robert W. Karrow, Jr. of the

Herman Dunlap Smith Center for the History,of Cartography at

Newberry Library. It is available from G. K. Hall & Co.

Here at the Society, local historians search for early

photographs and postcards, which graphically show how a com-

munity looked, and also order copies of photographs for use

in their publications. The reproduction of photographs for

sale is an established procedure. One of our outstanding

photographs collections is the Solomon D. Butcher Collection

which includes over 2,000 photographs of families and their

sod homes in Custer County, Nebraska, and neighboring areas.

These photographs were taken over a 25-year perioa and are

considered a unique record of social history. They
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graphically illustrate the life of pioneers in the Central

Plains and both national and international book publishers

who wish to depict this period of settlement often use them.
0

We know that countless persons have become interested in

researching their families. Our collection of information

useful to the genealogist is a natural outgrowth of the col-

lection of community and state records because of the contri-

butions made by individuals and families to community life.

Genealogists as well as social historians study the tra-

ditions of particular ethnic groups in our state and include

information of this type in their family histories; thus

family histories may contain valuable records.of interest to

other historians. In addition, genealogists often collect,

compile, and index records which social historians as well as

other genealogists find useful, and when these records are

added to our collection, greatly enhance its value.

The records most used by the genealogist are often the

same records used by the social historian - the census enum-

erations, land records, newspapers, church records, etc. In

order to assist genealogists in using our special resources,

we have developed a series of reference leaflets which

identify and describe those resources which may be especial-

ly helpful. A list of these reference leaflets is appended

and are free upon request. Any organization in Nebraska

interested in a program describing our genealogical re-

sources may request the use of our slide-tape which tellS'
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about our special geneaolgical holdings and permits the

audience to observe examples of actual records which would

be particularly helpful.

For patrons tnterested in tracing their pioneer

Nebraska ancestors, the Nebraska census enumerations would be

one-of the first records to check because these may indicate

the approximate time and place the family settled in

Nebraska as well as the names and ages of the family. The

1900 census also indicates when the head of the household was

naturalized, if an immigrant, and also may help when one is

determining the parent in a family with a stepparent. For

those individuals who purchased land.from the federal govern-

ment, the U.S. Land Tract records will be helpful in deter-

mining time and exact,location of settlement and even ad-

ditional family information'if the application records are

obtained from the National Archives. Perhaps the back-

ground of the head of the household will Suggest that the

1906 statewide-immigration index and the Grand Army of the

Republic records-should be checked. An obituary from a news-

paper may give the parents' names and tie family relation-
.

ships together. Of course, county and town histories,

special compilations of local records, and biographical pub-

lications and indexes need to be checked once a family has

been identified as settling in a particular area of the

state.

In conclusion, numerous historical topics can be
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researched in depth at the Nebraska State Historical Society-

through use of the refined subject indexing provided by the

many catalogs, indexes, and'guides in our public research

areas and through relying on the special assistance given by

staff members. Subject specialists from the Society's Arche-

ology, Museum Collections, and Historic Preservation Depart-

ments are also there to'serve you. The opportunity to

utilize so many interrelated records which explain our

state's history makes the Society a unique research center.

f:;;:
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NSHS REFERENCE LEAFLETS

No. 1---Historical Resources For Genealogists

No. 2---Nebraska Territorial Census Enumerations 1854-1857

No. 3---Index to Naturalizations in Nebraska and some Iowa

Counties, 1906 and Prior

No. 4---Newspaper Indexes

No. 5---A Selected List of Nebraska History Reference

Materials

No. 6 --Local Nebraska History 1966-1976 (A pre-1966 list is

published in Nebraska History)

No. 7---Selected Bibliography of General Genealogical

Reference Materials

No. 8---Genealogical Periodicals & Newsletters

No. 9-7-Genealogical Researchers

No. 10--Genealogical Societies in Nebraska

No. 11--Special Indexes Available on Microfilm

No. 12--Nebraska Church Records at the Nebraska State

Historical Society

No. 13--Records Relating to Veterans

No. 14--Historical Organizations in Nebraska
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION FOR CAREER EXPLORATION

John Davis Hill

University Library
University of Nebraska

Cmaha, Nebraska

ABSTRACT

In response to student demand for information on scientific and engi-

neering career options, I prepared a set of Library Pathfinder exercises

that feature the Wide for Occupational Exploration (U.S.Employment Ser-

vice, 1979) and Exploring Careera (U.S.Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin

2001, 1979).. These tools help a student match his own personal traits to

job characteristics. Other exercises lead the student to the Subject Card

Catalog for books, to the Index to U.S.Government Periodicals for current

, magazine articles, and to a special bibliography, Occupational Literature,
,

for material from professional assoaations.

Vocational counseling is now of age and is recognized as a field of

stuqy in.its own right. Profound skepticism greetei*Edward K.Strong when

he published his Vocational Interest'Blank (SVIB) in 1927. How could any-

thing as subtle and changeable as interests be measured? Dr Strong per-

sisted and over the course of forty years clearly established the validity

of occupational interests and a way to measure them. The Strong-Campbell

Interest Inventory (SCII), as it is how called, is the prime example of

the empirical approach.to the measurement of psychological characteristics.

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the California Rsycho-

logical Initentory use 101. Strong's method.
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John L.Holland's Self-Directed Search (SDS) is the latest vocational

interest inventory. Several million copies have been sold since 1972.

Holland's career development theory holds that there are six personality

types who grow up in environments that shape their particular interests.

Likewise, there are six types of jobs where these interests can be expres-

sed. A hexagonal model shows the relative compatibility of the different

interests with each other. Satisfaction, success, and involvement result

from congruence of person and environment. People change jobs to increase

congruency.

In their chapter on personality in the Annual Review of Psychology,

Ravenna Helson and Valory Mitchel/ Institute of Personality Assessment

(UCB), recognized Holland's theory with the following comments (25:578):

Although we have some sympathy with Holland's critics, there

is probably a splendid opportunity here for personality and develop-

mental psychology to learn from this system and develop it in direc-

tions that are not in the main line of vocational psychology.

The Holland model of Six Occupational.Categories correlates closely with

the U.S. Employment Service (USES) Interest Areas of Wbrk. The primary

difference between the two is that the USES system provides four divisions

within the broader Holland Realistic and Social categories.

Recently the American Library Association published Career Planning

Materials: A Guide to Sources and Their Use by Roberta R.Egelston (Uhiv.

of Pittsburgh). Allyn & Bacon has just published Career Development:

Counseling Through the Life Stages by Charles C.Healy (UCLA). Both of

these books are useful to the Career Planning Collection library and

librarian. The following set of exercises may be used for any field.
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LIBRARY PATTFIXDER EXERCISESJohn D Bill'

Science Reference Librarian
General Engineering

Technology 100
Dr Harold L Davis

Fall 1981
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Is Exploring Careers. (GS Bureau of Labor
Statistics Bulletin 2001) Mei Doc L 2.3: 3This pUblication

will help.you match yoUr
characteristics with those of various jobs.

From therfollowing
list CIRCLE the job satisfactions

that you want from your wOrk.
I. Help society: Contribute to the betterment

of the world I live in.
2. Help others: Help other people directly,either individually or in small groups.

.3. Public contact: Have a lot of day-to-day
contact with people.

4. Work with others: Have close working re-litionships with a group; work as a team
[award common goals.

S. Affiliation: Be recognized as a member of
an organization whose type of work or
status is important to me.

6. Friendship: Develop close personal- rela-
tionships with the people I work with.

7 . Competition: Pit my abilities against others.
There are clear outcomes.

Make decrinnu: Have the power to set pol-
icy and determine a cuune of action.

9: Work under pressure: Work in a situation
where deadlines ancthigh quality work are
required by my.supervisor.

10. Power and authority: Control other people's
work activities.

Influence people: Be in a position tochange
other people's awitudes and opinions.

12. Workalone: Do thinp by myself, without
much contact with others.

13. Knowledie: Seek knowledge, truth, and un-
derstanding.

14. Intellectual status: Be regarded by others as.2 person of intellectual
achievement or anexpert.

15. Artistic creativity: Do creative work in any
of s..tveral.an forms.

16. Creativity (general): Create new ideas. pro-
grams. organizational structures, or any-`.,
thin else that has not been developed by
others.

17. Aesegetics: Have a job that involves sensi-tivity to beauty.

N.

lg. Supervision: Have a job in which I guideother people in their work.
19. Change and variety: Have job duties thatoften change.or are done in different set-tings.

20. Precision work: Do work that allows littletolerance for error.

21.. Stability: Have job duties that are largely
predictable and not likely to change over along period of time.

22.. Security: Be assured of keeping my job anda reasonable financial reward.
23. Fast pace: Work quickly: keep up .with afast pace.

24. Recognition: Be recognized for the quality
of.my work in some.visible or public Way.

25. Excitement: Do work that is very excitingor that often is exciting.
26. Adventure: Do Work ihat requires me AC)take risks.

27. Profit. gain: Expect to earn large amounts
of-money or other material possessions, .

a Independence: Decide for myself what kindof work I'll do and how I'll go about it notnave to do what others tell me to.
29. Moral fulfillment: Feel that my work is

contributing to a set of moral standards
that I feel are very important,

.30. Location: Find oplace to live (town. geo-
graphic area) that matches my lifestyle and
allows me to do the things I enjoy most.

31. Community: Live in a town or city where I
can get involved in community affairs.

3.2. Pkysical challenge: Have a job whose phys-
ical demands are challenging and reward-
ing.

.

33. Time freedomi, Handle my job aclording to
my own time schedule: no specific working
hours required.
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Gen Engr Tech 100

Ib Exploring careers, (continued)

This career awaximess publication emphasizes what people do an the job. Circle those

characteristics hat you Went to go with your job.

Job Characteristics

I. Problem-solving abilitythe ability to identify a
problem and then to decide what should be done
to correct it. Auto mechanics, who spend much
of their time ruling cars, need problem-solving
ability.

2. Uses tools, machinerytakes a talent for working
with your hands. %ken. knowing how machines
work is necessary. too. Tool-and-die makers. who
use machine tools and precision measuring in-
struments to produce other tools and metal
forms, need skill in this area.

3. MUMMY othersthe quality of helping others
learn how to do or understand something. Re-
ceptionists and hotel clerks help others in this

4, r-setitiosowork in which the same thing is
'over and over again. An assembler who

works on a production line does repetitious work.
5. ilazardousinvolvei the use of dangerous

equipment or materials or work in dangerous
surroundings. Elevator constructors who work
at great heights. have hazardous jobs.

6. Outdoorsrefers to occupations in which a ma-
jor portion of time is spent outdoors, frequently
without regard, to weather conditions. Roofers.
who apply roofing Materials to the Kips of build-
ings. work outdoors.

7. Physical stamina requiredable to lift heavy
weights. walk long distances. stand for long pe-
riods. or stoop frequently. Bricklayers, police
officers, and chefs all need physical stamina.

8. Generally coniinedworkers have to stay in one
place most of the time, rruckdrivers who sit
behind :he wheel for many, hours and Natistiial
clerks who do their work at a desk for most of
the day are examples.

9. Precisionwork involves high standards of ac-
curacy. Accountants, air traffic controllers, and
machinists are examples.

10. Works with detailrefers to technical data, num-
bers, or written matehals. Machinists who con-
suit blueprints or written specifications before
making each machined produet and program-
mers who write instructions for ine computer are
examples.

Mike a black dot (e)
below the same numbers
that you CIRCLED above.

I I. Frequent public coantactwork involves day-to-
day contact with people who need information
or service. Automobile service advisers, recep-
tionists. hotel clerks, bank tellers, waiters. and
barbers are all exampleS.

12. Part timerefers to occupations in which many
workers are employed for fewer than 35 hours a
week. Waiters and waitresses and real estate
agents are examples.

13. Able to Me resultsrefers to jobs that produce
an actual product or accomplishment. Bricklay-
ers., chefs. and choreographers ,41 see results.

14. Creatiyitywork involses new ideas.- programs.
designs, or products. Writers industrial design-
ers. and engineers are examples of the many
different kinds of workers whose jobs require
creativity.

15. Influences othersthe ability to stimulate others
to think or act in a certain way. Automobile sales
workers who influence customers to buy and
teachers who inspire students to learn are ex-
amples.

16. Competition on the jobrefers to occupations in
which competition with co-workers for recogni-
tion or advancement is an integral pan of the
job. College teachers who comptte for tenure.,
securities sales workers who compete for com-
missions, and models who compete for assign-
ments are all examples:

17. Works as parrot' a teamseters to occupations
in which cooperation with cc workers is an in-
tegral part of the job. Instrument makers. who
work closely with icientisti and engineers to
translate designs into models, and school coun-
selors, who work closely with other staff mem-
bers, are examples.

I. Jobs widely scatteredoccupations that are
found in most parts of the country. Occupations
that do not have a dot in this space tend to be
highly concentrated in one or a few geographic
locations. For example secretaries work through-
out the country while petroleum engineers work
mostly in the oil-producing States of Texas,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, and California.

19. Initiativejobs that demand the ability to deter-
mine on one's own what should be done, as well
as the motivation to do it without 'close supervi-
sion. Lawyers and newspaper reporters need in-
itiative.'
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Ic Explorino Careers, Table 2 (US BLS Bulletin 2001)

?tom pages 10 through 19 SELECT three Job. that 'require characteristics that suits
your charecteristics best. Each job that is checked (V) has feature story.

1. 2. 3.

ITS Wide for Occupational Exploretice (US Employment Service) [Ref Doc 1314We 1/2]

This guide is designed to help jobstakers match their interests, skills, and
abilities with pertinent fields of work. The world of work has been organised
into 12 areas of worker interest. CIRCLE the area that interests you the most.

3. mnisna
Interest in creative expression of Reline or ideas.

2. SCIENTIFIC:
leterest in discoveries, collecting, and aaalyring isformation about the natural world and in applying scientific research
&dap to problems in medicine:, life mimes, aed natural sciences.

3. PIANTS AND ANIMALS
teleran is activities involving plants sad animal% messily in ea outdoor setting.

ritarzenvE
. Interest in the use of authority to prota.ct people and property.

S. MECHANICAL
Immo in applying mechanical peasciples to practical situatiose, using machines, handtools, or techniques.

G. INDUSTRIAL
Waren bt repetitive, concrete, orpnized activities in a factory setting.

7. BUSINESS DETAIL
[merest in orpeised. clearly defined activities requiring accuracy sad &natio@ to detail, primarily in an office setting.

S. SELLING:
tamest I. bringing others to a poist of view through personal persuasion. inieg sales and promotion techniques.

9. ACCOMMODATING:
Lacteal in coteries to the wishes of others, usually on a ootsto.ose basis.

IS. HUMANITARIAN:
leterset in helping oar's with their metal, spiritual, social, physical, or vocational needs.

U. LEADING.INPLUENCING:
Interest in keeling sad influencing others throe& activities involving high-level vrbal or numerical abilities.

12. PHYSICAL PERFORMING:
Interest in physical activities performed before aa audience.

Within each vocational interest area are maximum of 12 work groups, for vocample:

os Meekaaleal
02 Scientific 05.01 Engineering 06 Indere:la
02.01 Physical Sciences 05.02 Managefial Work: Mechanical 04.01 Production Technology
02.02 Life Sciences 05.03 Engineering Technology 06.02 Production Work
02.03 Medical Sciences 05.04 Air and Water Vehicle Operation 06.03 Quality Control
02.04 Laboratory Technology 05,05 Craft Technology 06.04 F' mental Work: Industrial

05.06 Systems Operation
osm Quality Control
05.04 Land and Water Vehicle Operation
05.09 Material Control
05.10 Clans
05.11 Equipment Operation
05.12 Elemental Work: Mechanical
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Ilb (asisi_oronalloration (GCE) (continued)

Prom the Summary List of interest Areas pn pages 9 through 12, SELECT a work group
and suoupof occupations to investigate. Turn to the section that corresponds
to the s.lctsd Interest Area 12-digit GOE code number) and complete the exercises:

1. Interest Area & GOE code: (see Contents on pages to Vi)

2. Work Group and 4-digit GOE code:

3. According tn the Work Group descriptiOn, what kind of work might you do an jobs
in this group?

4. What kind of skills do you need foe this kind of work?

5. What preparation is needed for a job in this Week Group?

6. Choose one of the_Subgroups in this Work Group (67digit GOE code)

7. Choose one of the Occupations In this StAbgroup to investigate fUrther.

a. Occupational Titles b. 9-digit DOT codes

III. Selected Characteristics of-Occupations [Ref Doc L 37.2s0c 1/2/supplement]

Determine the Strength Factors deianded by the occupation you selected above. See
"Part ER that begins on page 295 and is arranged by the 9-digit DOT code. Aiso see
"Appendix X.-Physical Demands" on pegs 465 for an explanation of abbreviations.

1. Str Plc degrees & explanations

Determine the job characteristics that accompanyyour4-digit GCE Code in "Part A".

. 2. Typical activities and skills required for this Work Group (see description)

3. Physical Demands (besides Str plc) & explanations a)

b) c) d)

4. EnvironMentai COnditiOns (see p. 467) a)

b) c)

5. Training Time (see p. 469-471) Meth

Language

Specific Vbcational Preparation

n
IVa Id.ctionarv of Odcupational Titles (DOT) 4th edition Litef Doc L 37.3020c I]

Find the 9-digit DOT code entry that you selected in Exercise IIb7 aboves
Turn to the Summary Listing of Occupational Categories beginning on pagm

1. Whet Occupational Cetegory does your selection belong?

2. What Occupational Division (first two digits)?

3. What Occupational Group (first three digits)?

4. utat Worker Functions (second set of three digits)?, [see p. 1369-1371 for key]

a) Data

b) People

c) Things

Lead Statement of Definition:
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IVb Dictionary.ntOccunational.iltles (DOT) old 3d edition , [Ref Dec L 7.210c 1)

Prom volue0 beginning on page 370 select a Worker Tivit Group from the Engineering
area of week that is close to ths second set of 3digits in your chosen DOT code.

1. Engineering Worker TraitGroup-

2. Training Tian Nequired (see p. 652 for key)

GEDItaasoning Development

Math Deveolocment,

Language Development

svp (see p. 653)

4. Aptitudes (Explain what the symbols mean4 what level is resinirod for performance)

V

5

4. Interestsdwhichref five pairs of work activities ars to be preferred (See p. 654)

1 or 6:

2 or 71

3 or es

4 or 9:

5 or Os

5. Tamperassots.whst different types of job situstioms muot tho worker adjust to7

V. Occupaticnal Outlo Ito Handbook, 1980-61 [lief Doc L 2.3:2075]

Pind the page number of your chosen occupation by turning to the DOT Index that
kesdns on page 626.

1. poor Code (9-digits) A Page Number in 004:

2. Working Condit/anis

3. Places of Employment:

4. Employment Outaks

5. Earnings: .6. Sources of Additional Information:- '

BEST Cc.:7 Agir
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r_praoraininData-1980edition
ta 3 C3

[Ref Doc L 2.3:2052]VI. Occu tional Pro ecti
U S Bureau o Labor

Compare the number.: of
the number of-trained

job openings
applicants:

in the job closest to your chosen occupation.to
Pages

Construction
Transportation
Scientific & Technical
,Michanical

47,

50,
54,

61,

81734,
87, 94
88, 94,
88, 94,

104

99,

108

.

101, 107

/. Occupation:-' . _2. Training:

3.. Experience:

4. 4turikage number of annual openings projected for 1978-90:

5. TOtal average number of annual training completions, 1978-90:

y1I. Index to U S Goirertment Periodicals [Index Table #4--2 1223 .29 15]

More current inforMation for vocational guidance may be found in such magazines as
the MONTHLY LABOR REVIEW and the OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK OUhRTERLY, which are indexed
in this reference tool. The SuDoc Classification NUmber for each government eigasine
is giver:on p. 6 - 7 of the Index. Find an interesting article under such Heading* as:

Career Education Engineering --Study a Teaching Technical Education
Education, Cooperative Industry and Education Vocational Guidance
Euplcyment , Occupations Work

1. Subject Heading:. 2. Author:

3. Title of Article:

4. Source:
(journal title) (volume number) (issue) (pages) (date)

13aberintende1t of'Documents Claisification Number of Periodical:

[Ref'Z 7164 .4'6 F67]VIII. Occupational Literature: An Annotated Bibliography

LookUp yoUroccupation in the pageS after p.44:

1. Occupation::

3. Pamphlet or BoOk Title:

4. Imprint:

. DOT Code Number:

(source or publisher)

IX; Subject Card Catalog

The Subject Catalog is the section of the card Catalog located nearest to the Reference
Desk. Find the following information about a book listed under the Subject Heading:
ENGINEERING -- Vocational Guidance.

1. ,CAll Number: 2. Author:

3. Title:

4. Imprint:

(date) (pages) (cost)

(place of publication) (publisher) (date)

X. Hike.a comment about your reaction to this Library Pathfinder on Career Information:

1.

2.
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN

VIDEOTAPED LIBRARY INSTRUCTION

Thomas A.

University Library

University of Nebraska at Omaha

ABS TR ACT

131

The University Library of the University of Nebraska at

Omaha conducts an extensive program of bibliographic instruc-

tion. While most of these lectures are tailored to the levels

of the individual classes, a substantial number of them in-

volve basic instruction in the use of the library.

In January of 1981, the Reference Department wrote and

produced a videotape explaining several important aspects of

basic library usage for a frequently repeated section of one

class. Four months later a second tape-was.made which cover-

ed a number of other library tools.

This paper stresses the lessons learned from the first

tape which were incorporated into the second tape, as well as

lessons learned from the second and recommended for subse-

quent videotapes. Segments of both tapes are shown.

The Reference Department of the UNO Library has develr

oped over the years a very effective library instruction

program for the beginning undergraduate. -Recently we de-

cided to improve this program further through the use pf
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videotape.

This library instruction program is used specifically

with students who are enrolled in the University Division, a

program which provides a setting for the student, who has not

yet made a definite choice as to major. A one-credit-hour

Academic and Career Development (ACD) course is required of

all freahmen_in the University Division. Two weeks out of

eNery seme ter are set aside for instruction in the use of

the li ryto help students achieve a degree of independence

and competence in understanding how to use certain library

resources, and to help the students develop a positive atti-

tude toward the library.

The first of'the two library instruction classes deals

with departments within the library, policies and services of

the library, use of the card catalog, Library of Congress

Subject Headings, indexes, periodicals, and how to locate all

of these items in the library. The second class instructs

the students in the use.of newspaper indexes, abstracting

services, the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publi-

cations, and how to locate newspapers and documents in the

library. This second session of ACD was chosen to videotape

first, since it dealt with more specific resources and was

somewhat shorter in duration.

In recent years,these library lectures have been given

by professional librarians from the Reference Department,

using 35mm. slides to completent an oral presentation. This
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slide/lecture method had prOven effective, but we-were look-

ing for a more efficient, consistent, and less time-consuming

method. As the universify increased its enrollment, so did

the Academic and Career Development classes increase in num-

ber and size. In the Fall of 1980 there were 16 ACD sections

and the Reference Department instruction reached 327 of these

students.

There have been increasing deman4s on the Reference

staff to present more library instruction lectures of all

sorts. In 1979-80, 210 lectures were ziven to approximately

3500 students. In the interest of maintaining personal con-

tact and a carefully tailored lecture system, we wanted to

explore ways to minimize repetition of frequently delivered

general lectures. Computerized database searches and faculty

status (and expectations) arrived simultaneously in the

summer of 1979, and have entailed additional scheduling de-

mands on the available time of reference staff members. Our

Ileference Desk is open 81.hours a week, and a professional is

on duty at the desk each of these hours. Our staff consists

of six professionals and three FTE paraprofessionals.

Our feeling was that a few frequently repeated lectures

could be put on videotape so that additional time could be

allocated for follow-up with students. We tried to make a

very high quality tape to eliminate variation among various

presentations by the same lecturer as well as mong the dif-

ferent people presenting the same lecture. Our slide
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presentations typically took 30-40 minutes, followed by a ten

minute tour of the specific t I -described. For better and

for worse, the tapes are more ti htly packaged and presented,

so the first one takes about 20 minutes to view and the

second one just under 16 minutes.

We had the advantage of having both moral and financial

support from our library administration. Our director fianded,

the first tape - $800 for a tape that was 16 minutes long.

After seeing the results and evaluations of the-first tape,

-he authorized funding to tape the second lecture as well.

Another great advantage was having acces to good fa-

cilities and expertise. Our library owns. a 6' projection TV

unit as well as video-cassette recorders and' monitors. The

university operates a TV station which has excellent staff

and equipment.

Once-the decision was made to produce the tape, several

other decisions had to be made. The first of these was

whether to tape on-site in the library with portable equip-

ment or to bring the items to be discussed to the TV studio

for taping there.

We chose to tape in.the library for several reasons:

it allows the students who are typically not familiar with

the building to see the spatial relationships among the dif-

ferent departments and resources; they are able to see how

one moves from the L.C. Subject Headings volumes to the sub-

ject portion of the card catalog, for elcample. They can see
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, what each tool looks like and roughly where it is located in

the building.

A drawback in choosing this course is that the video-

tape is quite library-specific. That is, since'we refer to

"Index Table 5..." or "Abstract Range A...," the tape is not

readily adaptable to other libraries. In this form our tape

is very apprOpriate for use with.other introductory classes

apart from the University Division, since the library re-

Sources introduced are widely used in virtually all subject

areas of academic study. The tapes, at 20 and 16 minutes,

are both short enough that they can be introduced, shown, and

followed up either with reinforcement of the concepts covered

or with explanation of subject-specific tools related to the

needs of a particular class. We normally conduct a brief

tour, as mentioned above, stressing the locations of the

items presented.

Our campus television station, KYI4E, obviously played

an important role in our decision to make the videotapes.

They gave advice at every stage of production and carried out

all the technical work. To prepare a script, we recorded an

actual lecture on audio-cassette, transcribed it, and then

read through it in front of several reference department

colleagues. Many small refinements were made in this manner,

and the final lecture we arrived at by consensus was our best

effort.

The next step was to "block out" the lecture with the
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TV station producet/director in the library to plan the shoot-

ing. A few days.later the producer/director was back with a

cameraperson, camera, and recording equipment, and spent two

and a half hours videotaping.

The most critical and time-consuming portion was the

editing process. The two librarians most closely involved

with the show spent one and a half hours with the director

giving her an even lietter feel for what we wanted to present,

then left her to edit for several more hours. The next day

we went back to view the "finished product" on 1" tape. 'At

this stage we made a few minor suggestions which were incor-,

porated into this master tape, and this final copy was dubbed

onto 3/4" video-cassettes. We keep the first copy
in the Reference Department and it is used when we give

lectures. The second copy is kept in the library's media

center and is available for any patron to view at any time.

We sometimes send interested patrons there from the Refer-

ence Desk, and the tapes are also listed in the card catalog.

We have since videotaped the first ACD library, presen-

tation, 'so that now the Reference Department presents library

instruction to all ACD classes utilizing the tapes in the

knowledge that all lectures are well presented and consis-

tent. Either professionals or paraprofessionals introduce

the tapes, follow them up with comments, respond to ques-

tions, and conduct brief tours.

Thus far you have heard a summary and update of a
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presentation given at this same conference a year ago at

Wayne. What I would like to do in the time remaining is to

list a number of hints and observations from the perspective

of one year later, show you several spots from the two tapes

(which I hope will highlight some of the changes we incor-

porated), and then respond to any questions or comments that

you may have about the making of the tapes or the uses we

have made of them-.

Some of these observations seem obvious in retrospect,

but when we were making the first tape the problems were far

lesb apparent to us. For example, after we went through the

whole script writing and editing process, we should have

gone back and Purged it for specifics such as hours of oper-

ation, costs of serv4.ces, and minute details of location. A

comment such as "the Reference Desk is staffed nearly every

hour that the library is open" should suffice, as opposed to

our statement that it is staffed 77 hours a week - we have

since expanded to 81 hours a week. Copy machine costs

haven't changed yet, but there was really nocneed to specify

5c a sheet for copies from paper and 10c a sheet for copies

from microforms - a comment that inexpensive copies can b

made from microforms as well as from books and magazines

would have served the same purpose. Similarly, saying that

the Reader's Guide will be found on the Index Tables is pre-

ferable to specifying that it is found on Index Table Number

1. It isnow, but it may not be when the student looks for
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it next year or the.year after that.

The more specific the information in the videotape, the

more dated it will become in an amazingly short time. Stu-

dents vlewing the tape will not notice this very quickly, but

the staff showing the tape certainly will. Besides, to main-

tain the human touch we need some substantive items of infor-

mation to convey in the introduction and follow-up of the

tape-, and in-the tour as well. Specific costs_and precise,
locations can be easily explained as needed in there personal

contacts.

Another related point - the more specific the infor-

mation in your tape, the less flexibility you will have in

its use. We made these tapes for use with the ACD classes of.

the University Division, but we have found many other uses

for them. A number of references to exercises and questions

in the ACD worksheet highlightthe'fact that the tapes were

made for one purpose but are frequently used for other pur-

poses. _We could e4sily have made the same points without re-

ferring tc particular workbook citations.

We elected to have one member of our Reference Depart-

ment staff do all:the on-screen instruction. There were

s veral advantages to this: first and foremost, she is very

good at it - a natural talent; she makes a very mice appear-

ance, and has a pleasantly reassuring manner; and she is

knowledgeable, yet sensitive to the feelings of those who are

unfamiliar with the use of librarY tools. The disadvantage:



her husband is in the Air Force, and they were transferred to

Germany. Thus, she is not available.for further taping, or

far revising and'editing the existing videotapes. Having

several'people each explain one or more reference sources, or

having students and staff demonstrate the use of library

tools being discussed with a "voice-over" would be far easier

to expand, revise, or edit.

We found that in videotape production, as in computer

database searching, there is a definite and dramatic tradeoff

between time and money - the more you have of one, the less

you need of the other. We tried to prepare carefully for

each of our two tapes, but we learned enough making the first

one that we were much better prepared for the latter. We did

our prelimiAary work more thoroughly and effectively so that

we could make far more efficient use of the time we were

"an-line" 'with the director and camera crew.

Any editing is done at the rate of $75 per hour, so it

was important to convey our wishes clearly and concisely to
t,

the director (who was also the editor), at each step of the

process. We are very pleased with the resulting tapes - we

also recognize that we will just have to live with some of

the little problems we see, at least until we accumulate

enough of these little problems to justify the expense of a

major revision. Making small changes would simply not be

cost-effective.

We made a conscious decision against trying to
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incorporate any real humor into the tapes. We feel that it

-is important to present the library as a place where real

people work, and to'emphasize the approachability of the

people in all of the public service areas. At the same time,

we felt that it would be most effective to keep the tape

succinct and factual and rely on introductory and follow-up

sessions by reference staff members to convey this feeling of

receptivenessrand service.
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The segments of of the videotapes that were shown and discussed:

TAPE1 I.

Counter set 78 and following - specific hours of.service

108

" 118

" 205 n

- card catalog close-up

,

- call number close-up

- transition between topics

TAPTLII

Counter set 24 and following - "for purposes of your Workbook..."

47

260

- NYT Index citation close-up

- Government documents introduction
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ANALYZING AND DEALING WITH

PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS

IN THE LIBRARY ORGANIZATION

'Carroll Vaner

University 1,brary

University of Nebraiska at Omaha

Omaha, Nebraska'

[ABSTRACT ONLY AVAILABLE]

Many of the productivity problems idlich affect library staff have

their cause in the structurally-produced processes of the organization.

By first systematically analyzing problems within their structural

context, problems in the staff's behavior may be seen resulting from the

organization of workflow, spatial-physical barriers, task complexity.,

or size.of a group. The Melcher model for analyzing group behavior

aggests to managers which changes might-be effective and which ineffec-

tive in promoting employee productivity. Decentralization, delegation,

departmentation, standards, and the reward system can influence the extent,

or lack, of problem'behavior. Leadership and personality also play Xey

roles in promoting staff effectiveness.

l 4 9
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LIBRARY EDUCATION IN THE 80'S:
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN'S RESPONSE TO THE CHALLENGE

Janet C. Lu

Cochrane-Woods Library

Nebraska Wesleyan University

Lincoln, Nebraska

ABSTAACT

Nebraska WesleyamUniversity is the only school in the

state which offers a unique Library Science program training

Library Technicians and School Media Specialists, as well as

providing a mitor field of study for other interested stu-

dents. In order to meet today's,challenge, the Library

Science Department at Wesleyan is currently revising and de-

veloping courses which emphasize techniques and services cif

modern librarianship. A course on OCLC is already avail-

able. On-line data-base terminals (DIALOG) to be installed

will serve as a cluster around which new courses can be de-

veloped.Auture students in Library Science will hopefully

benefit/from the broadened spectrum and up-dated skills in

modern information technology.

Library education in the past ten years has been facing

drastic changes because of the fast pace of technological

development in our society. The invading of computer tech-

nology has a great impact on the library profession. Today,

wherever we are, we can hardly go without noticing the_
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growing power of the computers; computers of all sorts:

microcomputers, minicomputers, wordprocessors, etc. Accord-

ing to the computer specialists, "the future of information

dissemination would be in technology. "1
The powerful and

versatile personal computers are also being used almost

everywhere, and an estimated three million personal computers

will 'be sold this year alone. 2
Current pubrished information

about technology is available,everywhere. The growth of mod-

ern science and technology is so rapid and so over-whelming.

that many people can't help but feel a little scared, and

develop technophobia because of it.

The total impact of the new technology is tremendous in

regard to library services and library ed4ation. Libraries

will become'obsolete if they do not face the reality or do

not accept what technology can do for them. Library schools

will be out-dated very soon in training their, students.

Many libraries in the country are moving toward computer

automation and computer networks are also boothing at a fast

pace. OCLC now has 2895, participatinglibraries in the

country, 3 and its on-line system links,over 6000 libraries

in the U.S., Canada, Mexico and Great Britain. 4

1. "ACRL Symposium Eyes Advanced Technology," LIBRARY
JOURNAL, Jan. 1, 1982. p 11-12.

2. "To Each His Own Compu
3. OCLC Participating Inst

based on information fu
1981.)

4. OCLC Annual Report, 1982.

r," NEWSWEEK, Feb. 22, 1982.p. 50.
tutionS, Jan. 1982. (Data is
ished by OCLC as of Dec. 31,
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Today's library education is also facing a crisis which

has never been experienced before. Many of the graduate

library schools have been re-evaluating and re-examining

their educational goals and their curricula. Some have

changed either their status, or their name fram Graduate

School of Library Science to Graduate School of Information

and Library Science. 5
New courses have been developed and

taught in order to meet the demand.

In his article, "GREAT EXPECTATIONS: LIBRARY AND INFOR-

MATION SCIENCE EDUCATION AT THE CROSSROADS,"6 Mr. Rbbert D.

Stueart mentioned that "the purpose of education for library

and information science has not changed greatly over the

years, although its content and techniques have." And this

change in "content and techniques" is brought on specifically

by the needs and demands of today's technological society.

By surveying the existing literature on library edu-

cation, we can very clearly find today's trend. Most of the

current articles on library eduCation are concerned with the

graduate level of studies. Yet, because of the fact that

the library and information worlds are facin
&.

this drastic

change, they also need a greater force of train d Library

5. "Sam Houston Library School Attains New Status" and "UI-
Urbana Amends Names of Its Librau Schoo1,4 LIBRARY
JOURNAL, July, 1981. p. 1372. Also: Case Western Re-, .

serve University Bulletin, 1982-84. p. 3.
6. Stueart, Robert D., "fteat Expectations: Library & In-

formation Science Education at the Crossroads," LIBRARY
JOURNAL, Oct. 15, 1981. p. 1989.
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Technicians (Library Assistants or Paraprofessionals) to

carry out many of the tesks involved in library services, and

relieve the professionals for more demanding and challenging

tasks. Today's libraries can no longer r;fford to hire pro-

fessional librarians to fill non-challenging, quasi-profes-

sional positions any more. Today's library users, being no

longer the same as a decade or two ago, demand better, more

efficient and sophisticated services to meet their infor-

mation needs. Libraries can certainly benefit, orl both sides

of the front, from employees properly trained as Library

Technicians.

However, as a reflection on this trend, the Bachelor

program in Library Science has f.een fading all over the

country. In 1979, Nebraska I).4 six schools listed in the

American Library Directory as,offering BA or BS in Library

Science.
7

In 1980, five schools were listed; 8
and in 1981,

only four were listed. 9
Among them, Nebraska Wesleyan Uni-

.

versity is the only school which offers a unique Library

Science program training Library Technicians and School

Media Specialists, as well as leading to Bachelor degrees

with Library Science as a minor. Wesleyan's Library Science

program was first established in 1960; and it has been under

the directorship of Mrs. Lois Collings since 1969.

7. See Appendix A.
8. See Appendix B.
9. See Appendix C.
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total number of graduates with the degree of Associate of

Science in Library Science has now reached 83; the total num-

ber of graduates with a School Media endorsement is 35; and

16 have graduated with Library Science as a supporting

field.1 0 The graduates from the program have flourished all

over Nebraska. 11
The Library Science training has proved to

be so very adequate tha:t some of our graduates with the

Associate of Science degree are currently holding highly re-

sponsible jobs. Some of them went further to finish their

Bachelor's degrees in their chosen fields; and some went to

graduate schools of Library Science.

.Wesleyan's Library Science program is designed to pro-

vide a strong basic-skills training and fundamental knowledge

in librarianship. It offers three different programs leading

to three different degrees: the program for the Associate of

Science degree (for Library Technicians), 12
the program for

Endorsement as an Educational Media Specialist, 13
and'the

program of Library Science as a Supporting Field. 14
Al-

though Wesleyan's Library Science program is currently con-

sidered adequate, we must nonetheless follow today's trend

in library education and equip our students with up-to-date

10. See Appendix D.
11. Interview with Mrs. Lois Collings, Department Head of

Library Science Department, Nebraska Wesleyan University.
12. See Appendix E.
13. See Appendix F.
14. See Appendix G.
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knowledge in librarianship to meet the demands of their

future jobs. Students in Library Science programs should be

prepared in their course work in accordance with the modern

technology.; they need to be exposed with the future shock in

technology before they leave the school.

Nebraska Wesleyan University is a four year liberal arts

college and its Library Science program is a part of the Pro-

fessional Education Division which is accredited by the North

Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Wes-

leyan is currently in the process of durriculum reviewing and

revising. A task Force on Curriculum Review was formed in

the Fall of 1980, and has been working very hard every since.

To meet the challenge of the 80's, all Library Science

courses have been up-dated and revised to a certain degree.

In 1978, a basic-skills course in the OCLC system was de-

veloped by Mrs. Gabriele Cope. It is designed to train the

students in the ba;ic OCLC operation knowledge and skill.

This course has been very successful and highly in demand.

It was also offered many times through Wesleyan's WILL15

program as well as summer sessions to provide an opportunity

for the adult learners to keep abreast of the field. This

course has been kept up-to-date so that students can be en-

riched 'with practical hands-on experience as well as basic

15. WILL (Wesleyan Institute of Life-Long Learning.
Director - Dr. Richard Quinn).
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concepts of the computer technology. Students finished with

this course can sometimes be placed on a job right away as an

OCLC operator.

In 1980, a new course in Acquisition and Serials Manake-

ment was also developed by Mrs. Cope. Other courses such as

Administration of Libraries, School Media Centers, and Chil-

dren's Literature were also up-dated and revised. Students

are offered the latest information; and tours of various li-

braries and Media Centers are given. Students in the Refer-

ence Materials, Materials Selection, and Books for Young

Adults classes are also given thorough up-dated training.

Demonstrations of various forms of on-line reference services

are given during regular semesters for students in the Refer-

ence Materials class. Guest speakers are sometimes invited.

Both theore)Aical as well as practical concepts of librarian-

ship are given in all these course. The Library Science pro-

gram includes a basic core curriculum and electives so that

students have a variety of courses to choose from.

These, are just some examples of what has evolved in our

program in recent years. Our future challenge is in the new

technolT and library automation. Wesleyan is planning to

have DIAtOG on-line services soon. 'The on-line data-base

terminal 'to be installed will serve as a cluster around which

new courses can be developed. New courses with the team-

taught format is another possibility in utilizing the avail-

able OCLC in cataloging, together with the DIALOG in
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reference services and Some asi)ects of AV and computer hard-

ware. Course titles such as "Libraries and Machines" will be

introduced. Our new. Director, Mr. John Robson, is very

knowledgeable in AV and computersnhis expertise will cer-

tainly bring to our program many n w approaches in teaching.

The modern technology in the information world is a very

exciting challenge to us. At Wesleyan, we are very much

alive as a "teaching library',16 in that all professional li-

brarians teach in the Library Science program, offering their

knowledge and experience to the students in theory and prac-

tice. The professional librarians also have dual positions

both as Library Science program faculty members and as the

practicing librarians. However, Wesleyan's Library Science

program is in nolway competing with the graduate study in

librarianship. The program is not designed as such. Never-

theless, the program covers many facets of knowledge in basic

librarianship. Future students will benefit from the broad=

ened spectrum, and gain up-dated skill in modern information

technology. The career options for our future students will

also be widened by the strong basic training. With this

training, students are in no way limited in their future

career. Besides the traditional library settings, they can

work in a business company, law firm, publishing company,

16. Gorman, Michael, "The New 'Teaching Library'," AMERICAN
LIBRARIES, Dec. 1981. pp. 670-671.
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art gallery, museum, or as a storyteller, booktalker, etc.;

and many undoubtedly will pursue their study further and be-

come professional librarians.

To conclude, nothing serves better in emphasizing our

point than to quote a distinguished library educator, the

late Dean Jesse H. Shera, 17
on the aim of library education:,

"...to educate students for the future, to develop in our
-

students a flexibility of mind and an attitude of open-minded

inquiry, a hospitalityto innovation, a willingness not to

take anything for granted and not to be conservative, but to

look hard at everything and judge it on its own terms as best

one can - not to be frightened of it because it is new or

different.
18

17. Dean Emeritus of Matthew A. Baxter School of Information
and Library Science, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio. Died on March 8, 1982\.

18. Shera, Jesse H., KNOWING BOOKS AND MEN: KNOWING
COMPUTERS, TOO. Littleton, CO, Libraries Unlimited,
Inc., 1973. p. 218.

yj
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APPENDIX A

-NEBRASKA
,

Year Name of Institution Program & Type of Training Offered Degree & Hours Offered

1979, CHADRON STATE COLLEGE
.

Educational Media Program - Schoo1 BA & BS with Libr Sci major
or minor, 24 sem hrs.

KEARNEY STATE COLLEGE Educational Media Program - Schoul BA & BS with Libr Sci minor,
24 seM hrs.

NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIV. Library Assistant Program -
Libr Tech Asst

AA in Libr Tech, 32 sem hrs;
.BS with Libr Sci. minor,
24 sem hrs.

,

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA -
OMAHA

Library.Media Program - School BS with Libr Sci major or
minor, 41 sem hrs; MED,
15 sem hrs.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA ...
LINCOLN

Teacher's College - School Media
Specialist ,

MA & MED in Educ Admin with
specialization in School .

Media Adm., 47 sem hrs..

WAYNE STATE COLLEGE Library Science & Educational
Tech. Frog. - Public', School;
Public & Schooi Libr Tech Asst.

BA & BS with Libr Sci ma or
or minor, 30 sem hrs.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: American Library Directory, 32nd ed., 1979.
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Year

,

" .,

,

,

Name of Institution

, ,

.

APPENDIX .B

NEBRASKA

.

,

-

Degree & Hours Offered
.

Program & Type of Training Offered.

1980

,

CHADRON STATE COLLEGE Educational Media Program - School BA & BS with Libr Sci
Major or minor, 24 sem hrs.

NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIV. Library Science Program ...- College,

Public & School, Libr Tech_Asst.
AS in Libr Sci, 43 sem hra;
_BA & BS with Libr SO.
minor, 43 sem hrs.

-

UNIVERSITi oF NEBRASKA -
OMAHA

Library Media Program - School

.

AS with Libr Sci major or.
minor, 41 sem hrs; MED;
18 sem hrs.

.

.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA -
LINCOLN

School Media Specialist Program -
College & School

MED in Libr -Sci, 30 sem.
hrs; PhD, 30 sem'hrs.

WAYNE STATE COLLEGE Library Science & Educational
Media PrOgram - Public & School;
Public & School, Libr Tech Asst.

BA k BS with.Libr Sci ,J

major, 30 sem hrs.

.

i

:,

,

SOURCE

.

,

,

.

.

.

OF INFORMATION: American Library Directory, 33rd ed., 1980.
..

1 61
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.

.
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APPENDIX C.

NEBRASKA

sr Name of Institution Program & Type of Training Offered Degree & Houre Offered

81 CHADRON STATE COLLEGE Library'Media Program - School BA & BS with Libr Media
major, 30 sem hrs.

. NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIV. Library Science Program - College,
Public & School, Libr Tech Asst

AS in Libr Sci, 45 sem
hrt;; BA WBS with Libr
Sci minor, 43 sem hrs.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 7.

OMAHA
Library Media Program - School BS with Libr Sci major

or minor, 41 sem hrs.;
MED, 13 sem hrs.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA - School. Media Specialist Program - MED in Libr Sci, 30,sem
LINCOLN

. College .& School; Media Specialists :-hrs; PhD, 30 sem hrs.

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: American Library Directory, 34th ed., 1981.
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APPENDIX D

NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

Program for Endorsement as as
Educational Media Specialist

Students completed the
program, 1969present

Total No. Working as
Teachers

Wbrking as
,Media Spec.

Working at
other jobs

Unknown

35 11 11 3 10

Program. for Library Science as a Supporting Field ,

Students completed the
program, 1969-present

Total No. Advanced Degree
(MS in LS)

Presently working Unknown

16 9 11 5

Program for the Associate of Science Degree
for"Library Assistants

Students completed the
program, 1973-present

Total No.' Adv. Degr.
(BA or BS) '

Adv. Deer.
(MS in LS)

Adv. Degr.
(Subject)

Cur. St.
(MS in LS)

Cur. St.
(BA or BS)

W5a=Unknown
ing

25 3 2 1 1 2 17 5

TOTAL NUMBER OF GRADUATES (from three programs) 83.

8TOTAL NUMBER CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN AS DEGREE

Information is provided by Mrs. LOis Collings, Department Head of Library Science Department, Mar. 1982. 164
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APPENDIX E

NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
DEPT. OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

Associate of Science .Degree
for Library Assistants, 1982/83

The associate of science degree of library assistants is a two-year,
64 credit hour program. It is divided equally between courses chosen
from the various academic disciplines of the college and' the courses .

required in library science. Except for Lib. 196 (the practicum) which
may not be taken until all of the library courses have been completed,
there is no special sequence of courses necessary, except when noted
in some of the elective Courses. All of the courses listed in the library
science program are offered during each academic year.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Fine Arts 6 hours
(from two fields)

Axt
Music
Speech and Theatre Arts .

Social Science 9 hours
(at. least-two fields)

Economics
History
political Science
Psychology
Sociology/Anthropology

Humanities 9 hours
(at least two fields)

Foreign Language
English
World Civilizations
Philosophy
Religion

Mathematics and Natural Sc1ences--8 hours
.(at least two fields)

Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics .

Physics (Astronomy and Physical
Sdience)

Total ---- 32 hours

LIBRARY SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS
Lib. 101 Administration of Libraries 3 hours
Lib. 102 Reference Materials 3 hours
Lib. 103 Selection of Educational Materials 3 hours
Lib. 104 Cataloging and Classification 3 hours
Llb. 169 Books for Young Adults 3 hours
Lib, 196 Library Practicum 8 hours
Ed. 168 Children's Literature 3 hours
Ed. 175 Audiovisual Aids 3 hours

Total 29 hours
LIBRARY SCiENCE ELECTIVES (Choose courses totaling 3 hours)

Lib. 193 Special Projects
Lib 201 Advanced Classification
Lib. 106 Introduction to OCLCA,
Lib. 190 Selected Topics
Lib. 110 School Media,Center

1, 2, 3 hours
3 hours
1 hour
3 hours
3 hours

Total 64 hours
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APpENDIX-F

NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
DEPT. OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

Program for Endorsement as an Educational
Media Specialist, 1942/83

The Nebraska State Depariment of Education/has recently adopted a
30-hour, competency based program,for endorsement as an educational
media specialist. The Nebraska Weeleyan program 1.isted below complies
fully with these requirements. To secere endorsement as an educational
media specialist, an individual muse also be certified as an elementary
or seconeary teacher.

Lib. 101 Library Administration 3 hours
Lib. 102 Reference Materials 3 houts
Lib. 103 Selection of Educational Materials 3 hours.
Lib. 104 Cataloging and Classifidetion 3 hours
Lib. 169 Books for Young Adults 3 hours
Lib. 170 Supervised Practicum in Sdhool Media Centers

4 hours
Lib. 110 The School Media Center 3 hours
Ed. 168 Children's Literature 3 hours
Ed. 175 Audiovisual Aids 3 hours
Ed. 243 /mprovement of Reading 3 hours

Total 31 hours

The following elective courses taught at NWU are recommended',
but are'not a part of the 31-hour required program. .

\

Lib. 193 Special Project- I, 2, 3 hours-
Lib. 201 AdVanced Classification 3 hours
Lib. 106 Inttod. to the OCLC System 1 hour
Art. 232 Photography 2 hours
Lib. 190 AquiSition and Serials Management 3 hours
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NEBRASKA WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
DEPT. OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

Program for Library Science
as a Supporting Field

1982/83

A student may major in any of the departmental programs he wishes,
. and take library science as aeupporting field. The advantage in so
doing is to provide some training in*a job skill. The program consists
of 24 credit hours of course work in library science, of which 18 hours
are required; and the remaining 6 hours.may be chosen from the list .

below.

REQUIRED COURSES

Lib. 101 Administration of Libraries 3 hours-
Lib. 102 Reference Materials 3 hours
Lib. 103 Selection of Educational Materials 3 hours

Cataloging and Classification 3 hours
Books for Yqung Adults 3'hours
Children's Literature 3 hours

Lib. 104
Lib. 169
Ed. 168

Total----18 hours

ELECTIVE COURSES

Lib. 193 Special Projects 1, 2, 3 hours
Lib. 106 Introd. to OCLC- 1. hour

Lib. 201 .Advanced Classification 3 hours
Ed. 175 Audiovisual Aida 3 hours
Lib. 190 Aoluisition and Serials Management 3 hours
Art 232 Photography 2 hours
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FOUR CARTOGRAPHIC CONCEPTS

USED IN THE LC

MARC MAPS FORMAT

John:D. Hill

University Library

University of Nebraska at Omaha

Omaha, Nebraska

CABSTRACT ONLY AVAILABLE]

Map relief, base map projection, map scale, and map coordinates

are the four concepts developed in this paper. Cartographers use four

.relief techniques to show difference in elevation from sea level. They

use two dozen mathematical projections to solve the problem of represen-

ting the curved earth's.surface on a flat piece of paper, They use

various map scales and systems of map coordinates or grids to suit their

purposes.
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Most problems and issues involve legal as well as other

questions. Academic library clientele need reference help in

finding information and sources in law. The academic non-law

trained reference librarian can adequately serve this need

with a basic knowledge of the legal system and legal bfbli-

ography. Law books appropriate to the non-law academic li-

brary will be discussed, and also the question of unauthor-

ized practice of law.

Almost every question in today's society resolves it-

self-into a legal issue. The issues the law has had todeal

with range from the most fundamental to those verging on the

frivolous. The law has had to determine the time life begins

and what constitutes death on the one hand, to whether there

is a contitutional right to a particular hair style on the

other. .A constant stream of court decisions, legislation,

and rules pour from state and federal government. Non-law

,academic librarians should make a careful selection of which

of these materials to acquire. If reference librarians are

to service these materials effectively, they should have a
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general understanding of the legal system. It is not neces-

sary to have any substantive knowledge of law itself.

There are three sources of law: Common law, statutory

law, and administrative law. The constitution is separate

from these. It is the organic or fundamental law of the

nation or state. -It sets out the forth of government, and it

limits the actions of the government in that the constitution

may not be infringed by legislative or administraLve action.

An academic library should hAve both the federal and the

Nebraska constitutions. An annotated constitution is prefer-

able. Annotations are brief synopses of court decisions

which have construed each section of the constitution. The

Government Printing Office has.an excellent one-volume anno-

c§Zed federal constitution, Constitution.of the United

States, Analysis and Interpretation. It was lase updated in

1978. The only annotated Nebraska constitution is printed in

Volume 2 of the Revi.sed Statutes of Nebraska.

Common .law is basically judge-made law as expressed in

court decisions of appellate judges. In theory, judges give

effect to the customary practices of the people. For ex-

ample, the Uniform Commercial Code (Volume 6 of the Revised

Statutes of Nebraska) is the customary law of-merchants en-

acted into statutory law by the legislature. The trend of

the 20th Century is for more and.more common law to be made

more precise by its codification into statutory law. Eor ex-

ample, the common law rule expressed by caveat emptor (let
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the buyer take care!) has been greatly modified by consumer

protection legislation. The rule now is more apt to be

caveat venditor.

The shift toward statutory law, however, has not re-

duced the work of courts. The courts frequently must decide

what legislation means andhow it applies to particular situ-

ations. An example of this is the careless driving statute.

Careless driving in Nebraska is prohibited by statute, but

the Unicatheral can hardly, be more precise about exactly what

constitutes careless driving. That is necessarily left to

the courts. As careless driving cases are appealed to the

State Supreme Court, a body of common law is built around the

statute to produce a reasonably precise meaning.

There are three levels of United States courts: The

Federal District Court (the trial court), the Circuit Court

of Appeals, and the Supreme Court. A court report is a memo-

randum or opinion, with concurring and dissenting opinions,

if any, written by a judge. Some District Court cases are

reported4 most Court of Appeals cases, and'all Supreme Court

cases which are accepted for decision. Most academic li-

braries would want only the U.S. Supreme Court cases on the

federal Level. These are available from the depository sys-

tem under the title, United States Reports. It takes several

weeks to, get even the preliminary slip opinions from the de-

pository. Libraries that need a more timely reporting can

purchase either United States Law Week or Supreme Court
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On the Nebraska level, the only significant reported

court is the Nebraska Supreme Court. Nebraska Reports can be

purchased from the State Librarian. A private publisher cur-

rently supplies weekly advance sheets.

Neither federal nor state government supply an index to

the reports. (There is an index in each volume, but since

there are over 400 U.S. Reports and over 200 Nebraska Reports;

this is of little value.) If one's primary use of the re-

ports is to find a case to which one already has the citation,

then the lack of a subject index is no detriment. If users

need to access the reports by subject, an index is necessary.

Two publishers sell indexe's to the U.S. Reports; West's

United States Digest, and Lawyers Cooperative's United States

Digest. West also publishes the Nebraska Digest. These are

multi-volume sets kept up-to-date with annual pocket parts.

The cost is reasonable after the initial purchase. Each in-

dex has a table of cases volume to find cases if one knows

tbe name of the plaintiff or defendant.

The second source of law is statutory law. Statutes

are acts passed by a legislature and approved by the governor

or president or passed over his veto. The acts when pub-

lished are called session laws. There is no uniform title.

U.S. session laws are called the Statutes at Large;

Nebraska's are the Laws of Nebraska.' Each act has a perman-

ent number. U.S. acts are consecutively numbered as public
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laws, while Nebraska's retain their legislative 'bill number.

A frequent problem may arise when a patron requests P.L. 240

or L.B. 415,,for example, without giving the year or the num-

ber of the legislature. Every two yEars the numbering scheme

is repeated, as a new Congress or Unizameral is elected.

The session laws are valuable because they give the

text of a bill as enacted. We need another document, however,

to give a coherent picture of statutory,law currently in

force without regard to the year it was enacted. The compi-

lation of all general and permanent statutory law currently

in force, arranged in a logical order, is called a cod.a; The

U.S. version is the United States Code; Nebraska's is the

Revised Statutes. Both are supplied with an index and a

popular name list. The latter is useful if one needs to find

the text of the "Mann Act," for example, and doesn t know

exactly its subject matter.

The official United States Code is limiied because it

is slow in coming out, and it is not annotated. An annotated

code is one which gives synopses of court decisions, if any,

which have construed sections of the code. An academic li-

brary should subscribe to either the Utited States Code Anno-

tated or the United States Code Service. Both are kept up-

to-date with.annual pocket parts and monthly supplements.

The Revised Statutes is annotated, and is the only Nebraska

code published.

A frequent problem in using the Statutes at Large and
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the United States Code is an incomplete citation. A patron

may need help in finding the text of "Title VII." Even

assuming the person knows the reference is to federal law,

there are many title VII's. If the subject is given as sex

discrimination in employment, one may eventually find that

the reference is to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, P.L. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, Codified at 42 United States

Code §2000e-i2. A complete citation is a great timesaver.

Another problem is confusion between the section numbers in

the Statutes at Large and the United States Code:

An important part of statutory law is legislative his-

tory. Librarians have an advantage here because generally

they are the only ones on campus who understand its organi-

zation. Legislative history is comprised of the bill(s) in-

troduced, amended bill, committee hearings and prints, com-

mittee reports, debate on the floor of the.legislature, and

the veto message, if any. Documents librarians will be fa-

miliar with these items, and the new microfiche format sup-

plied by the GPO makes it relatively easy to collect them.

There is to significant legislative history readily

available for Nebraska legislation. There was little re-

corded prior to 1961. Since that time debate and committee

hearings have been recorded, and are ava:ilable from the

Clerk of the Legislature for a fee. The Nebraska Legislative

Journal gives the chronology of actions on each bill, but

rarely a clue as to legislative intvt.

t
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The third source of law is administrative law. Administrative

law is expressed in rules promulgated by agencies. (The term

"rules and regulations" is one of the many redundancies in
NJ

legal jargon.) Rules are always issued pursuant to Specific

legislative authority. There is a specific rule-making pro-

cess, set out in a statutory law, on both federal and state

level. An agency must issue a notice of intention to regu-

late in a particular area, hold hearings and solicit com-

ments, issue proposed rules, take more comments, and then

issue the final rules if the evidence indicates they are

necessary. Rules do not enjoy the high status of legis-

lation, but they are binding on the public as law. There is

an enforcement and appeal system in each agency. The dispute

can eventually be brought into the judicial system. Citizens

objecting to a rule may also lobby the legislature to with-

draw the agency's authority for the rule.

Federal agency rules are first published in the

Federal Register, a publication analogous to the session laws

for statutory law. The rules are codified in the Code of

Federal Regulations, which is analogous to the U.S. Code.

Academic libraries should select both publications; each is

a depository item.

There is no Nebraska equivalent to the Federal

Register. Nebraska rules are codified in a publication

called Nebraska Administrative Rules. This is similar to

the Code of Federal Regulations, and academic libraries
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should purchase it. Academic libraries generally would not

,want to collect the full range of administrative decisions of

federal agencies, but a school with a large journalism depart-

ment, for example, may want the decisions.of the Federal Com-

munications Commission.

All three sources of law may have to be consulted to

research a legal topic. For example, a patron wishing to in-
,

vestigate the current controversy over certification of pri-

vate s.chool teachers should look at the Revi. aa Statutes of

Nebraska, the rules of the State Department of Education, and

the court decision(s) construing the statutes and rules.

Undergraduate students may reject this approach an4 want a

secondary source, but frequently there is no such source

available. The student has no choice bu,t to change the topic

or to consult the original sources.

Other questions may seem quite precise but may require

some digging. For example, a patron may want to know if

common law marriage is recognized in Nebraska. The term

"common law marriage?" is not mentioned in the index or in the

text of the Revised Statutes. However, the annotations in

the marriage law sections in the Revised Statutes do refer to

Nebraska Supreme Court cases which answer the question.

Some questions cannot be answered because they have

never been addressed in case or statutory law. Would the

Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution concerning the

right to keep and bear Arms nullify a state law prohibiting
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the possession of.handguns? A look at the annotated consti-

tution reveals that the Supreme Court has never had occasion

to decide this point.

The reference librarian should conduct a suffic ently

detailed interview with the patron to determine if. t,he query

relates to federal or state law, or.both. If the uery is

about a court decision, is it a reported court an are the

reports in the library? If the information sought is statu-

tory, are there also related rules? The reference librarian

should have sufficient knowledge of the organization and in-

dexing of the law sources in the library to assist the.patron

in their use.

The question has been raised in library literature

about the unauthorized practice of law by librarians.

Nebraska statutes do require a license for the practice of

law. Even if the reference librarian has a license to

practice, it would be neither ethical nor appropriate to

give legal advice at the reference desk, free or for a fee

Most users of legal materials in an academic library are not

trying to solve a personal legal problemN Aiding them in

finding legal information for research and cOursework would

not be practicing law. The occasional atron who is seeking 404

legal advice should be referred to the appropriate sources

and given assistance, if.necessary, in finding the text of

the case, statute or rule.
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